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Here 
 � Rn is an unbounded domain in Rn with a suÆiently smooth boundary(see x1), u = (u1; � � � ; uk) is unknown vetor-valued funtion, �x is a Laplaian withrespet to x = (x1; � � � ; xn), f and g are given funtions and �0 is �xed positiveonstant.It is assumed also that the nonlinear term f(u) satis�es the onditions(0.2) � 1: f 2 C1(Rk ;Rk )2: f(u):u � �CHere and below we denote by u:v the inner produt in the spae Rk.It is well known that in many ases the longtime behavior of dynamial systems,generated by evolutionary equations of mathematial physis an be naturally de-sribed in terms of attrators of the orresponding semigroups (see [2℄, [11℄, [20℄).In bounded domains the existene of the attrator is established for a large lassof equations suh as reation-di�usion equations, nonlinear wave equations, 2DNavier{Stokes system, et. Under some natural assumptions it is proved that inthe autonomous ase for all equations mentioned above the attrator has the �niteHausdor� and fratal dimension (see [11℄, [20℄).The equations of mathematial physis whih an depend expliitly on t inbounded domains 
 are onsidered in [4℄, [5℄. Reall that aording to the on-strution of the uniform attrator, suggested there, one should onsider not only theinitial nonautonomous problem but simultaneously the whole family of problemswhih are obtained from the initial one by all positive shifts along the t-axis andtheir losure in the appropriate topology. Moreover, if this family is in a ertainsense "in�nite dimensional" (for example the right{hand side is almost-periodi byt with the in�nite number of independent frequenes) then the uniform attrator ofthe orresponding equation naturally has in�nite Hausdor� and fratal dimension.Thus, in ontrast to the autonomous ase in the nonautonomous one the frataldimension is not a onvenient quantitative harateristi of the "size" of attratorsand onsequently the problem of �nding another harateristis arises.One of possible approahes to handle this problem, whih is suggested in [6℄,is to estimate Kolmogorov's "-entropy of the attrator. Reall, that by de�nitionKolmogorov's "-entropy H " (A) of the attrator A is the logarithm from the minimalnumber N"(A) of "-balls in the appropriate phase spae whih over the attrator:(0.3) H " (A) = lnN"(A)Note that sine A is ompat then (0.3) is well de�ned and �nite for every " > 0.For unbounded domains 
 the behavior of solutions for (0.1) beomes muh moreompliated. In this ase even the problem of �nding the appropriate phase spaefor (0.1) beomes nontrivial. For instane, in [1℄, [3℄, [9℄ this equation has beenstudied in weighted Sobolev spaes W l;p� (
) with �(x) = ��(x) = (1 + jxj2)�=2.The ase of general weights � is onsidered in [10℄.In this paper we assume that the solution u(t; x) is bounded with respet tojxj ! 1. To be more preise it is assumed that for every �xed t � 0(0.4) u(t) 2 W l;pb (
) � fv : kvkW l;pb = supx02
 kvkW l;p(
\B1x0 ) <1g2



with the appropriate exponents l and p. (Here and below we denote by BRx0 theR-ball in Rk entered in x0.)In the autonomous ase g = g(x) reation-di�usion equations and systems of thetype (0.1) under the assumptions (0.4) are onsidered in [8℄, [17℄, [18℄, [19℄.Reall that under the above assumptions the attrator A of the equation (0.1)may have (and has in general) in�nite Hausdor� and fratal dimension even in theautonomous ase (see [8℄, [10℄). Thus, in ontrast to the ase of bounded domainswhere the in�nite dimensional attrator an appear only in the nonautonomousase and only due to the "in�nite dimensional" external time-depended fores, inthe ase where 
 is unbounded the in�nite dimensionality appears even in theautonomous ase and has onsequently the internal nature.The main aim of this paper is to give a systematial study of Kolmogorov's "-entropy of attrators for autonomous and nonautonomous reation-di�usion equa-tions of the type (0.1) in unbounded domains 
.It is known (see Remark 5.1) that in general the attrator A of the problem (0.1)is not ompat in the uniform topology of the spae (0.4) but only in a loal topologyof the spae W l;plo(
), that is why we onsider the entropy of restritions A��
\BRx0and study the dependene of H " (A��
\BRx0 ) on three parameters ", R and x0.In the autonomous ase g = g(x) we prove that the entropy of the attrator Apossesses the following estimate:(0.5) H " (A��
\BRx0 ) � C volx0;
(R+K ln 1" ) ln 1"where volx0;
(r) = vol(
 \ Brx0), vol(�) means the n-dimensional volume, and on-stants C;K are independent of R, " and x0. Partiularly, if 
 = Rn , then (0.5)implies that(0.6) H " (A��BRx0 ) � C(R +K ln 1" )n ln 1"We verify also the sharpness of the estimate (0.6). To this end Chafee-Infanteequation in Rn(0.7) �tu = �xu+ �u� u3; � > 0is onsidered. It is proved that the entropy of the attrator of (0.7) possesses thefollowing estimate(0.8) H " (A��BRx0 ) � C1Rn ln 1"for R � R0 and " < "0 and onsequently the estimate (0.6) is sharp if R � ln 1" orR� ln 1" . For the ase where R� ln 1" (partiularly for R = 1) we obtain that forevery Æ > 0 there exists CÆ > 0 suh that(0.9) H " (A��B1x0 ) � CÆ �ln 1"�n+1�Æ3



Moreover, the upper estimates of the "-entropy in the nonautonomous ase are alsoobtained. In this ase the term with the appropriate entropy of the right{hand sideg should be added to the right{hand side of (0.5) (see x8).This paper onsists of three Parts.Part 1 is devoted to study the analytial properties of the problem (0.1) suhas di�erent a priori estimates, existene of solutions, uniqueness, smoothing prop-erty, et. Note that the tehnique employed in this Part is further development ofmethods, suggested in [10℄.The existene of attrators in the autonomous and nonautonomous ase andrelated problems are onsidered in Part 2.The "-entropy for the attrators obtained above is studied in Part 3. Moreover,we reall here some de�nitions related with the abstrat onept of "-entropy andgive some examples of it for the typial sets in di�erent funtional spaes.Part 1. A priori estimates, existene of solutions, uniqueness.This part is devoted to study the analytial properties of solutions (suh as apriori estimates, existene, uniqueness, et.) of (0.1) in unbounded domains.In Setion 1 we introdue a wide lass of weights and the orresponding weightedSobolev spaes and formulate a number of useful auxiliary results.The linear equation ( with f(u) � 0) is onsidered in Setion 2.A priori estimates for the solutions of the nonlinear equation (0.1) are obtainedin Setion 3. Moreover, using these estimates and Leray-Shauder priniple weobtain then the existene of a solution u for (0.1).Setion 4 is devoted to study the problems related with the uniqueness of solu-tions and smoothing properties for a di�erene between two solutions of (0.1). Theestimates, obtained here will be essentially used in Part 3 for the entropy estimates.x1 Funtional spaes.In this Setion we introdue and study some funtional spaes whih will be usedthroughout of the paper.De�nition 1.1. A funtion � 2 L1lo(Rn ) is alled a weight funtion with the rateof growth � � 0 if the ondition(1.1) �(x + y) � C�e�jxj�(y); �(x) > 0is satis�ed for every x; y 2 Rn .Remark 1.1. It is not diÆult to dedue from (1.1) that(1.2) �(x+ y) � C�1� e��jxj�(y)is also satis�ed for every x; y 2 Rn .Proposition 1.1. Let �1 and �2 be weight funtions with the rates of growth �1and �2 orrespondingly. Then,1. ��1 + ��2, maxf�1; �2g, and minf�1; �2g are the weight funtions with therate of growth maxf�1; �2g for every �; � > 0.4



2. �1 ��2 and �1 �(�2)�1 are the weight funtions with the rate of growth �1+�2.3. (�1)� is the weight funtion with the rate of growth j�j�1.The assertions of this proposition are immediate orollaries of (1.1) and (1.2).The following example of weight funtions are of fundamental signi�ane forour purposes: �f"g;x0(x) = e�"jx�x0j; " 2 R; x0 2 Rn(Evidently this weight has the rate of growth j"j.)De�nition 1.2. Let 
 � Rn be some (unbounded) domain in Rn and let � be aweight funtion with the rate of growth �. De�ne the spaeLp�(
) = �u 2 D0(
) : ku;
; k�;0;p � Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dx <1�Analogously the weighted Sobolev spae H l;p� (
), l 2 N is de�ned as the spae ofdistributions whose derivatives up to the order l inlusively belong to Lp�(
).For the simpliity of notations we will right throughout of the paperW s;pf"g insteadof W s;pe�"jxj .We de�ne also another lass of weighted Sobolev spaesW l;pb;�(
) = �u 2 D0(
) : ku;
kpb;�;l;p = supx02Rn�(x0)ku;
 \B1x0kpl;p <1�Here and below we denote by BRx0 the ball in Rn of radius R, entered in x0, andku; V kl;p means kukW l;p(V ).We will write W l;pb instead of W l;pb;1 .Theorem 1.1. Let u 2 Lp�(
), where � is a weight funtion with the rate of growth�. Then for any 1 � q � 1 the following estimate is valid(1.3) �Z
 �(x0)q �Z
 e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx�q dx0�1=q � C Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dxfor every " > �, where the onstant C depends only on ", � and C� from (1.1) (andindependent of 
).Proof. Let q = 1. Then, aording to (1.1),Z
 Z
 �(x0)e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx dx0 �� C� Z
2 e�jx�x0je�"jx�x0j�(x)ju(x)jp dx dx0 �� C��ZRn e�("��)jyj dy��Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dx� � C1 Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dx5



Let now q =1. Then applying (1.1) again we obtainsupx02
��(x0) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx� �� C� Zx2
 supx02
 ne�jx�x0je�"jx�x0jo�(x)ju(x)jp dx �� C� Zx2
 �(x)ju(x)jp dxThus, we proved the inequality (1.3) for q = 1 and q =1. For 1 < q <1 it followsnow from the interpolation inequalityk � kLq � k � k�L1k � k1��L1 ; � = 1=qTheorem 1.1 is proved. �Corollary 1.1. Let u 2 L1� (
), where � is the same as in Theorem 1.1. Then thefollowing analogue of the estimate (1.3) is valid(1.4) supx02
��(x0) supx2
fe�"jx�x0jju(x)jg� � C supx2
f�(x)ju(x)jgThe proof of this Corollary is the same as the proof of Theorem 1.1 for q =1.For the more detailed study of weighted Sobolev spaes de�ned above we needsome regularity assumptions on the domain 
 � Rn whih are assumed to be validthroughout of the paper.We suppose that there exists a positive number R0 > 0 suh that for every pointx0 2 
 there exists a smooth domain Vx0 � 
 suh that(1.5) BR0x0 \
 � Vx0 � BR0+1x0 \
Moreover it is assumed also that there exists a di�eomorphizm �x0 : B10 ! Vx0 suhthat �x0(x) = x0 + px0(x) and(1.6) kpx0kCN + kp�1x0 kCN � Kwhere the onstant K is assumed to be independent of x0 2 
 and N is largeenough. For simpliity we suppose below that (1.5) and (1.6) hold for R0 = 2.Note that in the ase when 
 is bounded the onditions (1.5) and (1.6) are equiv-alent to the ondition: the boundary �
 is a smooth manifold, but for unboundeddomains the only smoothness of the boundary is not suÆient to obtain the regularstruture of 
 when jxj ! 1 sine some uniform with respet to x0 2 
 smooth-ness onditions are required. It is the most onvenient for us to formulate theseonditions in the form (1.5) and (1.6). 6



Theorem 1.2. Let the domain 
 satisfy the onditions (1.5) and (1.6), the weightfuntion { the ondition (1.1) and let R be some positive number. Then the fol-lowing estimates are valid(1.7) C2 Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dx � Z
 �(x0) Z
\BRx0 ju(x)jp dx dx0 �� C1 Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dxProof. Let us hange the order of integration in the middle part of (1.7)(1.8) Z
 �(x0) Z
\BRx0 ju(x)jp dx dx0 == Z
 ju(x)jp �Z
 �
\BRx (x0)�(x0) dx0� dxHere �
\BRx is the harateristi funtion of the set 
 \ BRx .It follows from the inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) that(1.9) C1�(x) � infx02BRx �(x0) � supx02BRx �(x0) � C2�(x)and the assumptions (1.5) and (1.6) imply that(1.10) 0 < C1 � mes(
 \ BRx ) � C2uniformly with respet to x 2 
.The estimate (1.7) is an immediate orollary of the estimates (1.8){(1.10). The-orem 1.2 is proved. �Corollary 1.2. Let (1.5) and (1.6) be valid. Then the equivalent norm in weightedSobolev spae W l;p� (
) is given by the following expression:(1.11) ku;
k�;l;p = �Z
 �(x0)ku;
 \BRx0kpl;p dx0�1=pPartiularly, the norms (1.11) are equivalent for di�erent R 2 R+ .To study the equation (0.1) we need also weighted Sobolev spaes with frationalderivatives s 2 R+ (not only s 2 Z). For the �rst we reall (see [21℄ for details) thatif V is a bounded domain the norm in the spae W s;p(V ), s = [s℄ + l, 0 < l < 1,[s℄ 2 Z+ an be given by the following expression(1.12) ku; V kps;p = ku; V kp[s℄;p + Xj�j=[s℄ Zx2V Zy2V jD�u(x)�D�u(y)jpjx� yjn+lp dx dyIt is not diÆult to prove arguing as in Theorem 1.2 and using this representationthat for any bounded domain V with a suÆiently smooth boundary(1.13) ku; V kps;p � C1 Zx02V ku; V \ BRx0kps;p dx0 � C2ku; V kps;pThis justi�es the following de�nition. 7



De�nition 1.3. De�ne the spae W s;p� (
) for any s 2 R+ by the norm (1.11).It is not diÆult to hek that these norms are also equivalent for di�erent R > 0.Note in onlusion of this Setion that the weight funtions(1.14) �f"g;x0 = e�"jx�x0jsatisfy the onditions (1.1) uniformly with respet to x0 2 Rn , onsequently allestimates obtained above for the arbitrary weights will be valid for the family (1.14)with onstants, independent of x0 2 Rn . Sine these estimates are of fundamentalsigni�ane for us we write it expliitly in a number of orollaries formulated below.Corollary 1.3. Let u 2 LpfÆg(
) for 0 < Æ < ". Then the following estimate holdsuniformly with respet to y 2 Rn(1.15) �Z
 e�qÆjx0�yj�Z
 e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx�q dx0�1=q �� C";q Z
 e�Æjx�yjju(x)jp dxMoreover if u 2 L1fÆg(
), Æ < " then(1.16) supx02
�e�Æjx0�yj supx2
fe�"jx�x0jju(x)jg� � C";Æ supx2
fe�Æjx�yjju(x)jgCorollary 1.4. Let u 2 W l;pb;�(
) and � be a weight funtion with the rate ofgrowth � < ". Then(1.17) C1ku;
kpb;�;l;p �� supx02
��(x0) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku;
 \ B1xkpl;p dx� � C2ku;
kpb;�;l;pProof. Indeed,supx02
��(x0) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku;
 \ B1xkpl;p dx� �� C supx2
n�(x)ku;
 \ B1xkpl;po supx02
�Zx2Rn �(x0)�(x)�1e�"jx�x0j dx� �� C1 supx2
n�(x)ku;
 \ B1xkpl;po supx02
�Zx2Rn e�jx�x0je�"jx�x0j dx� �� C2ku;
kpb;�;l;pConversely, using the evident inequality(1.18) ku;
 \ B1x0kpl;p � C Z
 e�"jx�x0jku;
 \ B1xkpl;p dxwe obtain thatku;
kpb;�;l;p = supx02
n�(x0)ku;
 \B1x0kpl;po �� C supx02
��(x0) Z
 e�"jx�x0jku;
 \ B1xkpl;p dx�Corollary 1.4 is proved. 8



x2 The linear equationThis Setion is devoted to study the linear problem of the type (0.1)(2.1) � �tu��xu+ �0u = g(t)u��t=0 = u0 ; u���
 = 0in the unbounded domain 
 whih is assumed to satisfy the onditions (1.5) and(1.6), formulated in previous Setion. To this end we will use weighted Sobolevspaes introdued above.Theorem 2.1. Let g 2 L2([0; T ℄; L2f"1g(
)) for some "1 � 0 and let u0 2 L2f"1g(
).Then there exists the unique solution of the problem (2.1), suh that(2.2) u 2 L2([0; T ℄;W 1;2f"1g(
)) \W 1;2([0; T ℄;W�1;2f"1g (
))and for any " > "1, the following estimate is valid uniformly with respet to x0 2 
:(2.3) ku(T );
 \B1x0k20;2 + Z TT�1 ku(t);
 \ B1x0k21;2 + k�tu(t);
 \ B1x0k2�1;2 dt �� C(jv0j2; e�"jx�x0j)e�(�0�"2)T + Z T0 e(�0�"2)(t�T )(jg(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) dtHere and below R TT�1 means R T0 if T < 1.Proof. We dedue only a priori estimate (2.3) for the solutions of the problem (2.1).The existene of solutions an be obtained from this estimate in a standard way.Let us multiply the equation (2.1) by u(t)e�"jx�x0j and integrate over x 2 
�t(ju(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) + 2�0(ju(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) + 2(jrxu(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) == 2(g; ue�"jx�x0j)� 2(rxu; urxe�"jx�x0j)Applying Holder inequality to the right{hand side of the last formula and using theevident estimate jrxe�"jx�x0jj � "e�"jx�x0j we obtain(2.4) �t(ju(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) + (�0 � "2)(ju(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j)++ (jrxu(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) � C(jgj2; e�"jx�x0j)Applying Gronewal inequality to the estimate (2.4) we obtain that(2.5) (ju(T )j2; e�"jx�x0j) + Z TT�1(jrxu(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) dt �� (ju(0)j2; e�"jx�x0j)e�(�0�"2)T + C Z T0 e(�0�"2)(t�T )(jg(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) dt9



Taking into aount that e�"jx�x0j � C if x 2 B1x0 we derive from (2.5) that(2.6) ku(T );
 \B1x0k20;2 + Z TT�1 krxu(t);
 \ B1x0k20;2 dt �� C(ju(0)j2; e�"jx�x0j)e�(�0�"2)T + C Z T0 e(�0�"2)(t�T )(jg(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) dtThe estimate of �tu follows now from (2.6) and from the equation (2.1). Theestimate (2.3) is proved.Note that (2.2) is a orollary of (2.3). Indeed, take in (2.3) " > "1, multiply it bye�"1jx0j and integrate over x0 2 
. Then after using the estimates (1.3) and (1.7)we obtain thatku(T );
k2f"1g;0;2 + Z TT�1 ku(t);
k2f"1g;1;2 + k�tu(t);
k2f"1g;�1;2 dt �� ku(0);
k2f"1g;0;2e�(�0�"2)T + Z T0 e(�0�"2)(t�T )kg(t);
k2f"1g;0;2 dtTheorem 2.1 is proved. �Theorem 2.2. Let u be a solution of (2.1) satis�ed (2.2), u0 2 W 1;2f"1g(
), " and"1 be small enough, " > "1 � 0, and g be the same as in previous Theorem. Then(2.7) u 2 L2([0; T ℄;W 2;2f"1g(
)) \W 1;2([0; T ℄; L2f"1g(
))and the following estimate is valid uniformly with respet to x0 2 
(2.8) ku(T );
 \B1x0k21;2 + Z TT�1 ku(t);
 \ B1x0k22;2 + k�tu(t);
 \ B1x0k20;2 dt �� C �krxu(0);
 \ B3x0k2 + (ju0j2; e�"jx�x0j)� e�T++ C Z T0 e(t�T )(jg(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j) dtfor  = �0 � "2 > 0 for " small enough.Proof. Reall �rstly that we assume that the domain 
 satisfy the onditions (1.5)and (1.6) and the onstant R0 = 2.Let us onsider the ut{o� funtion  x0(x) 2 C10 (Rn ) suh that  x0 = 1 ifx 2 B1x0 and  x0 = 0 if x =2 B2x0 and let vx0 =  x0u. It follows from the equation(2.1) and from the ondition (1.5) that vx0 is the solution of the following equation(2.9) ( �tvx0 ��xvx0 + �0vx0 =  x0g � 2rx x0rxvx0 ��x x0vx0 � hx0(t)vx0 ���Vx0 = 0 ; vx0��t=0 =  x0u(0)where the domains Vx0 were de�ned in (1.5) and (1.6).10



Multiplying the equality (2.9) by �xvx0 and integrating over x 2 Vx0 we obtainafter simple omputation involving the integrating by parts and Gronewal inequalitythat the following estimate holds uniformly with respet to x0 2 
:(2.10) kvx0(T ); Vx0k21;2 + Z TT�1 k�xvx0(t); Vx0k20;2 + k�tvx0(t); Vx0k20;2 dt �� C1kvx0(0); Vx0k21;2e��0T + C1 Z T0 e�0(t�T )khx0(t); Vx0k20;2 dt �� C2ku(0);
 \ B3x0k21;2e��0T + C2 Z T0 e�0(t�T )khx0(t);
 \ B3x0k20;2 dtTaking into the aount the assumptions (1.5) and (1.6) for the domains Vx0 weobtain from the ellipti regularity theorem (see [21℄) thatku(t);
 \ B1x0k2;2 � Ckvx0(t); Vx0k2;2 � C1k�xvx0(t); Vx0k0;2Estimating(2.11) khx0(t);
 \ B3x0k20;2 � C(kg(t);
 \B3x0k20;2 + ku(t);
 \B3x0k21;2)and using the estimate (2.3) we obtain now the estimate (2.8). The assertion (2.7)an be redued from (2.8) in the same way as (2.2) from (2.3). Theorem 2.2 isproved. �Theorem 2.3. Let u be a solution of the problem (2.1) whih satis�es (2.2), " >"1 � 0 suh as in Theorem 2.2, u0 2 W 2(1�1=p);pf"1g (
) and g 2 Lp([0; T ℄; Lpf"1g(
)),2 � p <1. Then(2.12) u 2 C([0; T ℄;W 2(1�1=p);pf"1g (
))\W 1;p([0; T ℄; Lpf"1g(
))\Lp([0; T ℄;W 2;pf"1g(
))and the following estimate is valid uniformly with respet to x0 2 
:(2.13)ku(T );
 \ B1x0kp2(1�1=p);p + Z TT�1 ku(t);
 \ B1x0kp2;p + k�tu(t);
 \ B1x0kp0;pdt �� Ce�T Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku(0);
 \ B1xkp2(1�1=p);pdx++ Z T0 e(t�T )(jg(t)jp; e�"jx�x0j) dtfor some positive onstant .The proof of this Theorem is based on the following result for the auxiliaryproblem (2.9) 11



Lemma 2.1. Let vx0 be a solution of the problem (2.9) and let the initial onditionvx0(0) 2W 2(1�1=p);p \W 1;p0 (Vx0) and hx0 2 Lp([0; T ℄; Lp(Vx0)). Then(2.14)vx0 2 C([0; T ℄;W 2(1�1=p);p(Vx0)) \W 1;p([0; T ℄; Lp(Vx0)) \ Lp([0; T ℄;W 2;p(Vx0))and the following estimate is valid uniformly with respet to x0 2 
(2.15) kvx0(T ); Vx0kp2(1�1=p);p + Z TT�1 kvx0(t); Vx0kp2;p + k�tvx0(t); Vx0kp0;pdt �� Ckvx0(0); Vx0kp2(1�1=p);pe��0T + C1 Z T0 e�0(t�T )khx0(t); Vx0kp0;p dtProof. The estimate (2.15) is a orollary of well known Lp-regularity theorem forparaboli equations (see [16℄). Sine the domains Vx0 satisfy the onditions (1.6)uniformly with respet to x0 2 
 then the onstants C;C1 in (2.15) are also inde-pendent of x0.The proof of Theorem 2.3. Without loss of generality we may assume that p > 2.(The ase p = 2 is onsidered in Theorem 2.2.)It follows from Lemma 2.1 that(2.16)Z TT�1 ku(t);
 \ B1x0kp2;p + k�tu(t);
 \ B1x0kp0;pdt+ ku(T );
 \B1x0kp2(1�1=p);p �Ckvx0(0); Vx0kp2(1�1=p);pe��0T + C Z TT�1 kvx0(t); Vx0kp2;p + k�tvx0(t); Vx0kp0;pdt �� C1kvx0(0); Vx0kp2(1�1=p);pe��0T + C1 Z T0 e�0(t�T )khx0(t); Vx0kp0;pWe used here the notations of Theorem 2.2.Estimating the funtion hx0 using Galiardo-Nirenberg inequality and the esti-mate (2.8) we obtain(2.17) khx0(t); Vx0kp0;p � C(ku(t); Vx0kp1;p + kg(t); Vx0kp0;p) �C1(ku(t); Vx0kp�2(1�1=p);pku(t); Vx0kp(1��)1;2 + kg(t); Vx0kp0;p) � �ku(t); Vx0kp2(1�1=p);p+ C� �ku(t); Vx0kp1;2 + kg(t); Vx0kp0;p� � �ku(t); Vx0kp2(1�1=p);p++ C�kg(t); Vx0kp0;p + C�e�t�Z
 e�"jx�x0jku(0);
 \ B1xk21;2dx�p=2++ C��Z t0 e(s�t) �jg(s)j2; e�"jx�x0j� ds�p=2 �� �ku(t); Vx0kp2(1�1=p);p + C�kg(t); Vx0kp0;p+C�e�t Z
 e�"jx�x0jku(0); B1x \ 
kp1;pdx+ C� Z t0 e(s�t) �jg(s)jp; e�"jx�x0j� ds12



Inserting the estimate (2.17) into the inequality (2.16) we obtain after simple al-ulations that(2.18) ku(T );
 \ B1x0kp2(1�1=p);p �� C�e�T �ku(0); Vx0kp2(1�1=p);p + Z
 e�"jx�x0jku(0); B1x \ 
kp1;pdx�++ � Z T0 e(t�T )ku(t); Vx0kp2(1�1=p);pdt++ C� Z T0 e(t�T ) �jg(t)jp; e�"jx�x0j� dtMultiplying the inequality by e��jz�x0j, 0 < � < " and integrating over x0 2 
 wederive, using the estimates (1.7) and (1.15) that(2.19) Zx02
 e��jz�x0jku(T ); B1x0 \ 
kp2(1�1=p);pdx0 �� Ce�T Zx02
 e��jz�x0jku(0); Vx0kp2(1�1=p);pdx0++ � supt2[0;T ℄�e(t�T )=2 Zx02
 e��jz�x0jku(t); Vx0kp2(1�1=p);pdx0�++ C� Z T0 e(t�T ) �jg(t)jp; e��jz�x0j� dtReall now that the norms (1.11) are equivalent for di�erent R, sine (2.19) impliesthat(2.20) Uz(T ) � C�e�T Zx02
 e��jz�x0jku(0);
 \ B1x0kp2(1�1=p);pdx0++ C� Z T0 e(t�T ) �jg(t)jp; e��jz�x0j� dt+ � supt2[0;T ℄ e(t�T )=2Uz(t)where Uz(t) = Zx02
 e��jz�x0jku(t);
 \B1x0kp2(1�1=p);pdx0and � > 0 an be hosen arbitrary small.To omplete the proof of Theorem 2.3 we need one more lemma.Lemma 2.2. Let a funtion Uz(t) be a solution of the following inequality(2.21) Uz(T ) � C1e��1T + C2 + � supt2[0;T ℄fe�1(t�T )Uz(t)gand let � � 1=2 and �1 > 0. Then(2.22) Uz(T ) � 2C1e��1T + 2C213



Proof. Multiplying the inequality (2.21) by e�1T and applying supT2[0;s℄ to the bothsides of the obtained inequality we get after simple alulationssupT2[0;s℄fe�1TUz(T )g � C1 + C2e�1s + � supT2[0;s℄fe�1TUz(T )gTaking into aount that � � 1=2 we derive thatsupt2[0;T ℄fe�1tUz(t)g � 2C1 + 2C2e�1TReplaing the last term in (2.21) by this estimate we obtain (2.22).The end of the proof of Theorem 2.3. Lemma 2.2, applied to the inequality (2.20)with � > 0 small enough, implies that(2.23) Uz(T ) � Ce�T=2 Zx02
 e��jz�x0jku(0);
 \ B1x0kp2(1�1=p);pdx0++ C Z T0 e(t�T ) �jg(t)jp; e��jz�x0j� dtThe estimate (2.23) together with the evident inequality ku(T );
\B1zkp2(1�1=p);p �CUz(T ) omplete the proof of Theorem 2.3. �Corollary 2.1. Let the assumptions of previous Theorem hold and let p > n+22 .Then u 2 C([0; T ℄� 
) and the following estimate is valid:(2.24) ju(T; x0)jp � Ce�T Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku(0);
 \ B1x0kp2(1�1=p);pdx++ C Z T0 e(t�T ) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjg(t; x)jpdxdtIndeed, the assertion of this Corollary follows immediately from the estimate(2.13) and from the embedding theorem (see [16℄)(2.25) Lp([T; T +1℄;W 2;p(Vx0)) \W 1;p([T; T +1℄; Lp(Vx0)) � C([T; T + 1℄� Vx0)for p > n+22 .We �nish this Setion by some version of omparison priniple for the paraboliequations in weighted Sobolev spaes.Theorem 2.5. Let a funtion u satisfy (2.7) for a ertain "1 > 0, u(0) = 0 and letthe following inequality be valid almost everywhere in [0; T ℄�
:(2.26) �tu��xu+ �0u � 0Then almost everywhere in [0; T ℄�
 u(t; x) � 0.Proof. Let us onsider the funtions u+(t; x) = maxf0; u(t; x)g,u�(t; x) = u+(t; x) � u(t; x). Using the tehnique of [23℄ it is not diÆult to provethat(2.27) u�; u+ 2W 1;2([0; T ℄; L2f"g(
)) \ L2([0; T ℄;W 1;2f"g(
))14



for " � "1 and the following equalities are valid almost everywhere(2.28) (�tu+(t); u�(t))f"g = (�tu�(t); u+(t))f"g = (rxu+(t);rxu�(t))f"g = 0Let us multiply (2.26) by u� and integrate over 
. Then due to (2.28) we obtain(2.29) �1=2�tku�(t);
k2f"g;0;2 � �0ku�(t);
k2f"g;0;2 + "2ku�(t);
k2f"g;0;2 � 0Applying Gronewal inequality to the estimate (2.29) and taking into aount thatu�(0) = 0 we obtain that ku�(t);
kf"g;0;2 = 0 almost everywhere, i.e. u � 0almost everywhere. Theorem 2.5 is proved.x3 The nonlinear equation: a prioriestimates, existene of solutions .In this Setion we onsider the paraboli boundary problem:(3.1) � �tu��xu+ f(u) + �0u = g(t)u��t=0 = u0; u���
 = 0in the unbounded domain 
 whih is assumed to to satisfy the onditions (1.5) and(1.6) formulated in Setion 1.Reall that u = (u1; � � � ; uk), �0 > 0 { is some positive number, f = (f1; � � � ; fk),g = (g1; � � � ; gk) and the nonlinear term f satis�es the following onditions(3.2) � 1: f(u):u � �C2: f 2 C1(Rk ;Rk )We suppose in this Setion that the right{hand side g = g(t) is from the spaeLpb(R+ � 
) for some p > maxf2; n+22 g and the initial date u0 { from the spaeW 2(1�1=p);pb (
) \ fu0���
 = 0gA solution of the equation (3.1) is de�ned to be a funtion u from the spae(3.3) \">0 nLp([0; T ℄;W 2;pf"g(
)) \W 1;p([0; T ℄; Lpf"g(
))owhih satis�es the equation (3.1) in the sense of distributions.The main aim of this Setion is to prove a number of a priori estimates for thesolutions of (3.1) and to derive the existene of solutions for this equation.Theorem 3.1. Let u be a solution of (3.1). Then the following estimate is valid:(3.4) ju(T; x0)jp � Ce�T Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku(0);
 \ B1x0kp0;pdx++ C  1 + Z T0 e(t�T ) �jg(t)jp; e�"jx�x0j� dt!15



for some positive  > 0 and suÆiently small " > 0.Proof. Let us onsider the funtion w(t; x) = u(t; x):u(t; x). Then due to the equa-tion (3.1)(3.5) �tw ��xw + 2�0w = �2rxu:rxu� 2f(u):u+ 2g:u � C + 2g:u � hu(t)We onsider also the auxiliary linear problem(3.6) � �tv ��xv + 2�0v = hu(t)v��t=0 = w��t=0 = u0:u0Due to the omparison priniple (Theorem 2.4)(3.7) w(t; x) � v(t; x); (t; x) 2 [0; T ℄�
Applying Corollary 2.1 to the linear equation (3.6) we obtain that(3.8)jw(T; x0)jp � jv(T; x0)jp � Ce�2T Zx2
 e�2"jx�x0jkv(0);
 \ B1xkp2(1�1=p);pdx++ C  1 + Z T0 e2(t�T ) Zx2
 e�2"jx�x0jjg(t; x)jpju(t; x)jpdxdt!Using the estimates (1.15) and (1.3) and the fat that the spae W 2(1�1=p);1=p isan algebra if p > n+22 we derive that(3.9) Zx2
 e�2"jx�x0jkv(0);
 \ B1xkp2(1�1=p);pdx �� C Zx2
 e�2"jx�x0jku(0);
 \B1xk2p2(1�1=p);pdx �� C1 Zx2
 e�2"jx�x0j�Zy2
 e��jy�xjku(0);
 \ B1ykp2(1�1=p);pdy�2 dx �� C2 �Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku(0);
 \ B1xkp2(1�1=p);pdx�2Estimating the last integral in (3.8) by Holder inequality we will have(3.10) Z T0 e2(t�T ) Zx2
 e�2"jx�x0jjg(t; x)jpju(t; x)jpdxdt �� Z T0 e2(t�T ) supx2
ne�"jx�x0jju(t; x)jpoZx2
 e�"jx�x0jjg(t)jpdxdt �� � supt2[0;T ℄ e(t�T ) supx2
 e�"jx�x0jju(t; x)jp!2++ C� Z T0 e(t�T ) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjg(t)jpdxdt!216



Inserting these estimates into the inequality (3.8) we obtain that(3.11) ju(T; x0)jp � Ce�T Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku(0);
 \ B1xkp2(1�1=p);pdx++ � supt2[0;T ℄ e(t�T ) supx2
 e�"jx�x0jju(t; x)jp++ C� 1 + Z T0 e(t�T ) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjg(t)jpdxdt!Applying the operator supx02
 e�Æjz�x0j, Æ < " to the both sides of the inequality(3.11) and using the estimates (1.3) and (1.4) we will have(3.12) Uz(T ) � C�T Zx2
 e�Æjz�xjku(0);
 \B1xkp2(1�1=p);pdx++ � supt2[0;T ℄ e(t�T )Uz(t)++ C� 1 + Z T0 e(t�T ) Zx2
 e�Æjz�xjjg(t)jpdxdt!with Uz(t) = supx02
fe�Æjz�x0jju(t; x0)jpg.Lemma 2.2 implies now (if � is small enough) that(3.13) Uz(T ) � C�T Zx2
 e�Æjz�xjku(0);
 \B1xkp2(1�1=p);pdx++ C  1 + Z T0 e(t�T ) Zx2
 e�Æjz�xjjg(t)jpdxdt!Theorem 3.1 is proved.Corollary 3.1. Under the assumptions of previous Theorem the following estimateis valid(3.14) ku(T )kL1(
) � Ce�T ku(0);
kb;2(1�1=p);p + C1(1 + kgkLpb(R+�
))Indeed, the estimate (3.14) is an immediate orollary of (3.4) and (1.17).Theorem 3.2. Let u be a solution of the problem (3.1) and let the above assump-tions be valid. Then the following estimate is valid:(3.15)ku(T );
 \ B1x0kp2(1�1=p);p + Z TT�1 ku(t);
 \ B1x0kp2;p + k�tu(t);
 \ B1x0kp0;pdt �� Q �ku(0);
kb;2(1�1=p);p� e�T +Q�kgkLpb(R+�
)�Here  > 0 and Q is a ertain monotoni funtion independent of x0 2 
.Proof. Let us rewrite the equation (3.1) in the form of linear one(3.16) �tu = �xu� �0u+ hf (t)17



where hf (t) � g(t)� f(u(t)). Applying the estimate (2.13) to the equation (3.16)and using the inequalities (1.17) we derive that(3.17)ku(T );
 \ B1x0kp2(1�1=p);p + Z TT�1 ku(t);
 \ B1x0kp2;p + k�tu(t);
 \ B1x0kp0;pdt �� Ce�Tku(0);
kpb;2(1�1=p);p + CkgkpLpb(R+�
)++ C Z T0 e(t�T )kf(u(t))kpL1(
)dtTo omplete the proof of Theorem 3.2 we need the following Lemma.Lemma 3.1. Let the funtion f be ontinuous and the funtion u satisfy theestimate (3.14). Then(3.18) kf(u(t))kL1(
) � Q(ku(0)kb;2(1�1=p);p)e�T +Q(kgkLpb(R+�
))For a ertain monotoni funtion Q.The proof of Lemma 3.1 is given in [22℄.Inserting the estimate (3.18) into the inequality (3.17) we immediately obtainthe assertion of the theorem. �Corollary 3.2. Let the above assumptions be valid. Then(3.19) ku(T );
kb;2(1�1=p);p � Q(ku(0);
kb;2(1�1=p);p)e�T +Q(kgkLpb(R+�!))Remark 3.1. Note that all estimates derived above depend only on the onstantK;R0 whih are de�ned in the assumptions (1.5) and (1.6). Thus if we onsidera sequene 
N whih satisfy these assumptions uniformly with respet to N 2 Nthen the funtion Q in (3.20) an be hosen independently of 
N .Now we are in position to prove the existene of solutions for the problem (3.1).To this end we prove �rstly this existene in the ase when the domain 
 is bounded.Theorem 3.3. Let the above assumptions be valid and let 
 be bounded. Thenthe problem (3.1) has at least one solution in the spae(3.20) W
([0; T ℄) = Lp([0; T ℄;W 2;p(
)) \W 1;p([0; T ℄; Lp(
))and the following estimate is valid:(3.21) kukW
([0;T ℄) � Q(ku(0);
kb;2(1�1=p);p) +Q(kgkLpb([0;T ℄�
))Proof. A priori estimate (3.21) is an immediate orollary of the estimate (3.19) andthe existene of solutions for the equation (3.1) an be dedued from this estimate ina standard way involving for instane Leray-Shauder priniple (see [24℄). Theorem3.3 is proved. 18



Theorem 3.4. Let the above assumptions hold and let 
 be an arbitrary un-bounded domain whih satis�es the assumptions (1.5) and (1.6). Then the problem(3.1) has at least one solution from the lass (3.3).Proof. Let 
N , N = 1; 2; � � � be the sequene of smooth bounded domains, whihsatisfy the onditions (1.5) and (1.6) uniformly with respet to N 2 N, suh that(3.22) � 
N � 
N+1 � 
 ; 
 = [1N=1
N
 \ BN0 � 
N � 
 \ BN+10It is not diÆult to hek that suh sequene exists.Let us introdue the sequene of the ut{o� funtions  N (x) 2 C10 (Rn ) suhthat  N (x) = 1 if x 2 BN�10 ,  N (x) = 0 if x =2 BN0 and k NkC2 � C.Let uN be a solution of the following problem(3.23) � �tuN ��xuN + �0uN + f(uN ) = g(t)uN ���
N = 0 ; uN ��t=0 =  Nu0Aording to Remark 3.1 the estimates (3.21) with u replaed by uN are validuniformly with respet to N 2 N. Thus, for every M 2 N the sequene uN ��
\BM0 ,N �M is bounded in the spaeW
\BM0 ([0; T ℄). Note that the spaeW
\BM0 ([0; T ℄)is reexive sine using Cantor's diagonal proedure we an extrat from the sequeneuN a subsequene (whih we denote by uN also for simpliity) onverging weaklyto u in W
\BM0 ([0; T ℄) for every M 2 N. Using the ompatness of the embeddingW
\BM0 ([0; T ℄) � C([0; T ℄�
\BM0 ) we obtain that uN ! u strongly in the spaeClo([0; T ℄�
).Thus, f(uN )! f(u) strongly in Clo([0; T ℄�
) and onsequently u satis�es theequation (3.1) in the sense of distributions.Fixing x0 2 
 in the estimate (3.15) for the solutions uN and passing to the limitN !1 we obtain that the funtion u is also satis�es this estimate uniformly withrespet to x0 2 
. The embedding (3.3) is a trivial orollary of this estimate andonsequently u is a solution of the problem (3.1). Theorem 3.4 is proved. �x4 The nonlinear equation: uniqueness of solutions.In this Setion we prove the uniqueness of the solution for the equation (3.1)and derive a number of estimates for the di�erene between two solutions of thisequation (for di�erent initial onditions and di�erent right{hand sides) in weightedSobolev spaes whih are of fundamental signi�ane in our study of the attrator.Theorem 4.1. Let the assumptions of previous Setion be valid and let u1(t) andu2(t) be two solutions of the problem (3.1) with the right{hand sides g1 and g2orrespondingly. Then the following estimate holds:(4.1) ku1(T )� u2(T );
 \ B1x0k20;2 + Z TT�1 ku1(t)� u2(t);
 \ B1x0k21;2dt �� CeKT Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jju1(0)� u2(0)j2dx++ C Z T0 eK(T�t) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjg1(t)� g2(t)j2dxdt19



Here ; " > 0 { some positive onstants, independent of ui(0) and gi and onstantsC, K depend on kui(0)kb;2(1�1=p);p and kgikLpbProof. Sine u1; u2 are two solutions of (3.1) then aording to Corollary 3.1(4.2) kui;R+ � 
k0;1 � Q(kui(0);
kb;2(1�1=p);p) +Q(kgi;R+ �
kb;0;p)for i=1,2. Let v(t) = u2(t)� u1(t), h(t) = g2(t)� g1(t). Then(4.3) ( �tv ��xv + �0v = �bL(t; x)v + h(t)v��t=0 = u2(0)� u1(0)Here(4.4) bL(t; x) = Z 10 f 0u(u1 + �v) d�It follows from the ondition (3.2) that(4.5) kbL(t)k0;1 � K1 == K1(ku1;
kb;2(1�1=p);p; ku2;
kb;2(1�1=p);p; kg1;R+ �
kb;0;p; kg2;R+ �
kb;0;p)After multiplying the equation (4.3) by ve�"jx�x0j and integrating over 
 we obtainthat(4.6) �t �jv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�+ 2�jrxv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�++ 2�0 �jv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�+ 2�bL1v:v; e�"jx�x0j� == 2�h; ve�"jx�x0j�� 2�ve�"jx�x0j;rxv:rxe�"jx�x0j�Fixing " > 0 small enough and applying Holder inequality (as in in the proof ofTheorem 2.1) we derive from (4.5) and (4.6) that(4.7) �t �jv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�+ �jrxv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j���K �jv(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j� � C �jh(t)j2; e�"jx�x0j�The estimate (4.1) is an immediate orollary of this inequality and Gronewal'slemma. Theorem 4.1 is proved. �Corollary 4.1. Let the assumptions of Setion 3 be valid. Then the problem (3.1)has the unique solutions in the lass (3.3).20



Corollary 4.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Then the followingestimate is valid uniformly with respet to x0 2 
(4.8) ku2(T )� u1(T );
 \ B1x0k21;2 �� CeKT Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku1(0)� u2(0);
 \B1xk21;2dx++ C Z T0 eK(T�t) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjg1(t)� g2(t)j2dxdtIndeed, applying the inequality (2.8) to the equation (4.3) we will have(4.9) kv(T );
 \ B1x0k21;2 � Ce�T Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jkv(0);
 \ B1xk21;2dx++ C Z T0 e(t�T )e�"jx�x0jjh(t)j2dxdt++ C Z T0 e(T�t) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjbL(t)v(t)j2dxdtEstimating the last integral in (4.9) by (4.1) and (4.5) we obtain the estimate (4.8).We formulate now some smoothing properties for the di�erene of two solutionsof (3.1) whih will be used below for the entropy estimates.Proposition 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Then(4.10) ku2(T )� u1(T );
 \ B1x0k21;2 � C eKTT 2 Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jju1(0)� u2(0)j2dx++ C Z T0 eK(T�t) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjg1(t)� g2(t)j2dxdtfor ertain K, C whih depend on kui(0)kb;2(1�1=p);p and kgikL2b .Proof. Indeed, let us deompose the funtion v into a sum of two funtions v(t) =v1(t) + v2(t), where v1(t) is a solution of the equation (4.3) with v1(0) = v(0) andh � 0 and v2(t) satis�es (4.3) with v2(0) = 0.Then, Corollary 4.2 implies(4.11) kv2(T );
 \ B1x0k21;2 � C Z T0 eK(T�t) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjg1(t)� g2(t)j2dxdtand it follows from Theorem 4.1 that(4.12) kv1(T );
 \ B1x0k20;2 � CeKT Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjv(0)j2dxConsider now the funtion w(t) = tv1(t) whih satis�es the equation(4.13) �tw = �xw � �0w � bL(t)w + v1 ; w(0) = 021



The estimate (4.8) applied to (4.13) implies that(4.14) T 2kv1(T );
 \ B1x0k21;2 � C Z T0 eK(T�t) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjv1(t)j2dxdtEstimating the integral in the right{hand side of (4.14) by (4.12) we obtain aftersimple alulations(4.15) T 2kv1(T );
 \ B1x0k21;2 � CeKT Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jju1(0)� u2(0)j2dxThe estimate (4.15) together with (4.11) implies (4.10). Proposition 4.1 is proved.Proposition 4.2. Let the assumptions of previous Theorem be valid. Then(4.16) ku2(T )� u1(T );
 \ B1x0kp2(1�1=p);p �� C eKTT p2=2 �Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jju1(0)� u2(0)j2dx�p=2++ C Z T0 eK(T�t) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjg1(t)� g2(t)jpdxdtProof. To dedue the estimate (4.16) we need the following lemma whih is theanalogue of Theorem 2.3 for the equation (4.3).Lemma 4.1. Let v be a solution of the equation (4.3) and let (4.5) be valid. Then(4.17)kv(T );
 \B1x0kp2(1�1=p);p � CeKT Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jkv(0);
 \ B1xkp2(1�1=p);pdx++ Z T0 eK(T�t) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjh(t)jpdxdtThe proof of this lemma is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.3 and we left itto a pedant reader.Let the funtions v1(t) and v2(t) be the same as in the proof of Proposition 4.1.Then, aording to Lemma 4.1,(4.18) kv2(T );
 \ B1x0kp2(1�1=p);p �� C Z T0 eK(T�t) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjg1(t)� g2(t)jpdxdtConsider now the funtion w(t) = tp=2v1(t). Then(4.19) �tw = �xw � �0w � bL(t)w + p=2tp=2�1v1 ; w(0) = 022



Lemma 4.1 implies that(4.20)kw(T );
 \ B1x0kp2(1�1=p);p � C Z T0 eK(T�t) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jt(p�2)p=2jv1(t)jpdxdt �� C Z T0 eK(T�t) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjw(t)jp�2jv1(t)j2dxdtEstimating the last integral into the right{hand side of (4.20) by Holder inequalityand by (4.12) and using the embedding W 2(1�1=p);p � C we will have(4.21) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjw(t)jp�2jv1(t)j2dx �� C Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jkjw(t)jp�2jv1(t)j2;
 \B1xk0;1dx �� C1 Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jkw(t);
 \B1xkp�20;1kv1(t);
 \ B1xk20;2dx �� C2 Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jkw(t);
 \B1xkp2(1�1=p);pdx++ C3eK1t�Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jjv(0)j2dx�p=2Inserting this estimate into the inequality (4.20), multiplying the obtained inequal-ity by e�Æjz�x0j and integrating over x0 2 
 we obtain after simple alulationsthat(4.22) Uz(T ) � CeK1T Z T0 Uz(t) + CeK1T �Zx2
 e�Æjx�zj=2jv(0)j2dx�p=2where Uz(t) = Rx2
 e�Æjx�zjku;
 \B1xkp2(1�1=p);pdxApplying Gronewal inequality to the estimate (4.22) we will have(4.23) kw(T );
 \ B1x0kp2(1�1=p);p � CUx0(T ) �� C1eK2T �Zx2
 e�Æjx�x0j=2jv(0)j2dx�p=2The estimate (4.23) together with the estimate (4.18) prove Proposition 4.2.We onlude this Setion by deriving the estimates for a di�erene between twosolution of the equation (3.1) in weighted Sobolev spaes, introdued in Setion 1.Corollary 4.2. Let �(x) 2 L1(Rn ) be a weight funtion with a suÆiently smallrate of growth (see Setion 1) and let the assumptions of Corollary 4.1 hold. Then(4.24) ku1(1)� u2(1);
kb;�;1;2 � Cku1(0)� u2(0);
kb;�;0;2++ Ckg1 � g2; [0; 1℄�
kb;�;0;2where the onstants C and K depend only on kui(0);
kb;2(1�1=p);p and kgi;R+ �
kb;0;p, i = 1; 2.Indeed, multiplying the estimate (4.10) by �(x0), taking supx02
 to the bothsides of the obtained inequality and using (1.17) we obtain (4.24).23



Corollary 4.3. Let the assumptions of previous orollary be valid. Then(4.25) ku1(1)� u2(1);
kb;�p=2;2(1�1=p);p � Cku1(0)� u2(0);
kb;�;0;2++ Ckg1 � g2; [0; 1℄�
kb;�p=2;0;pIndeed, the estimate (4.25) is an immediate orollary of (4.16), (1.3) and (1.17).Part 2. The attrators.This part of the paper is devoted to study the longtime behavior of solutions of(0.1) in the spaes of funtions whih are bounded with respet to jxj ! 1.In Setion 5 we onstrut the attrator A for the equation (0.1) in the partiularase where the right{hand side g is independent of t.The general ase where g depends on t and translation-ompat in the appropri-ate spae is onsidered in Setion 6. Moreover, the lass of admitable right{handsides g (for whih we an onstrut the attrator) is also studied.x5 The autonomous attrator.In this Setion we prove the existene of the attrator for the equation (3.1)under the additional assumption(5.1) g(t) � g 2 Lpb(
)The general ase will be onsidered in the next Setion.The assumption (5.1) together with Corollary 4.1 imply that under the onditionsof Setion 3 the equation (3.1) generates a semigroup St : �b(
) ! �b(
), where�b(
) =W 2(1�1=p);pb (
) \ fu0���
 = 0g, by formula(5.2) Stu(0) = u(t) where u(t) is a solution of (3.1)Moreover, it follows from Corollary 3.2 that this semigroup possesses a boundedabsorbing set K in the spae �b(
), i.e. for any other bounded subset B � �b(
)there exists T = T (B) suh thatStB � K if t � TIt seems natural to onsider the attrator of (5.2) in the 'uniform' topology of thespae �b(
) but, as it shown in Remark 5.1, in ontrast to the ase of boundeddomains 
 in our situation the existene of a ompat attrator for (5.2) in the'uniform' topology of �b(
) is very restritive assumption whih violates even inthe simplest examples. That's why we will onstrut below the attrator A of thesemigroup (5.2) whih attrats bounded subsets of �b(
) only in a loal topologyof the spae �lo = W 2(1�1=p);plo (
) (i.e., A is the (�b;�lo)-attrator of (5.2) innotations of [2℄).Reall that the spae �lo(
) is reexive metrizable F-spae whih de�nes byseminorms k � ;
 \ B1x0k2(1�1=p);p, x0 2 
.24



De�nition 5.1. The set A � �b(
) is de�ned to be the attrator of the semigroupSt if the following assumptions hold:1. The set A is ompat in �lo(
).2 The set A is stritly invariant with respet to St, i.e.StA = A for t � 03. The set A is the attrating set for St in loal topology, i.e. for every neigh-borhood O(A) of A in the topology of the spae �lo(
) and for every bounded inuniform topology subset B � �b(
) there exists T = T (O; B) suh thatStB � O(A) if t � TReall that the �rst ondition means that the restrition A��
1 is ompat inW 2(1�1=p);p(
1) for every bounded 
1 � 
.Analogously, the third ondition means that for every bounded 
1 � 
, everybounded B in �b(
) and every W 2(1�1=p);p(
1)-neighborhood O(A��
1) of the re-strition A��
1 there exists T = T (
1;O; B) suh that(StB)��
1 � O(A��
1) if t � TTheorem 5.1. Let the above assumptions be valid. Then the semigroup St, de-�ned by (5.2), possesses an attrator A in the sense of De�nition 5.1 whih has thefollowing struture:(5.3) A = K��t=0where we denote by K the set of all solutions of (3.1), de�ned and bounded for allt 2 R (supt2R ku(t)k�b(
) <1).Proof. Aording to the attrator's existene theorem for abstrat semigroups (see[2℄), it is suÆient to verify the following onditions:1. The operators St is �lo-ontinuous on every �b-bounded set and for every�xed t � 0.2. The semigroup St possesses the preompat attrating set in �lo-topology.The ontinuity of St is an immediate orollary of Lemma 4.1. Sine it remainsonly to onstrut the ompat attrating set.Aording to Corollary 3.2, the set BR = fu0 2 �b : ku0k�b � Rg is theabsorbing set for the semigroup St if R is large enough. Hene the set K = S1BRis the absorbing set also. So it remains to prove that K is preompat in �lo.Aording to Cantor's diagonal proedure it is suÆient to prove that the re-strition K��
1 is preompat for every bounded 
1 � 
. To this end we �x anarbitrary bounded subdomain 
1 � 
 and onsider an arbitrary sequene un(1),n 2 N, un(0) 2 BR.Sine 
1 is bounded that 
1 � BM0 for a suÆiently large M . Let  (x) be theut-o� funtion, suh that  (x) = 1 if jxj �M and  (x) = 0 if jxj > M + 1. Then25



 ��
1 � 1. Let us onsider now a sequene wn(t) = t (x)un(t) whih evidentlysatisfy the equations(5.4) 8><>: �twn(t)��xwn(t) + �0wn(t) = �t (x)f(un(t))++t (x)g � t�x (x)un(t)� 2trx (x):rxun(t) +  (x)un(t) � hn(t)wn(0) = 0; wn��~
M = 0where ~
M � 
 is bounded domain with smooth boundary suh that 
 \ BM+10 �~
M .Aording to Corollary 3.2, the sequene un(t) is bounded in(5.5) WM = Lp([0; 1℄;W 2;p(~
M )) [W 1;p([0; 1℄; Lp(~
M ))hene without loss of generality we may assume that un ! u weakly in this spae.Using the ompatness of embedding WM � Lp([0; 1℄;W 1;p(~
M )) \C([0; 1℄� ~
M )one an easily derive that hn ! h strongly in Lp([0; 1℄ � ~
M ). The paraboliregularity theorem, applied to the equation (5.4), implies now that un(1) ! u(1)in W 2(1�1=p);p(
1). Theorem 5.1 is proved.Let us disuss now the problem of the attrator's existene in a 'uniform' topologyof the spae �b(
).Lemma 5.1. Let 
 = Rn and the right{hand side g be independent of x. Letus suppose also that the attrator A of the problem (3.1) is ompat in the spaeW 2(1�1=p);pb (
). Then(5.6) A � AP (Rn )Here we denote by AP (Rn ) the spae of almost-periodi funtions in Rn (see [12℄).Proof. Let u0 2 A. Then by de�nition, we should verify that the hull(5.7) H(u0) = fThu0; h 2 RngCb(Rn); where (Thu0)(x) = u0(x+ h)is ompat in Cb(Rn ). (Here and below we denote by f�gX the losure in thetopology of the spae X .)Note that our equation is invariant with respet to Th sine u0 2 A impliesH(u0) � A. But aording to our assumptions A is ompat in �b(
) and on-sequently (sine �b(
) is ontinuously embedded in Cb(Rn )) the hull H(u0) isompat in Cb(Rn ). Lemma 5.1 is proved.Remark 5.1. It is worth to emphasize now that the obtained embedding A �AP (Rn ) is not natural. Indeed, onsider the Chafee-Infante equation in Rn(5.8) �tu = �xu� u3 + �2uThen, the equilibria point u0(x) = � tanh� �21=2x1�evidently belongs to the attrator A but not almost periodi. Thus, the attratorA of the equation (5.8) whih exists aording to Theorem 5.1 is not ompat in�b(Rn ).Note in onlusion of this Setion that we onstrut the attrator A, whihattrats bounded subsets of �b(
) only in a loal topology of F-spae �lo(
)whih is not a B-spae. The following Lemma allows us to avoid this diÆulty.26



Lemma 5.2. Let � 2 L1(Rn ) \ L1(Rn ) be a weight funtion in the sense ofDe�nition 1.1 and let B be a bounded subset of �b(
). Then the topologies induedon B by the embeddings B �W 2(1�1=p);plo (
) and B �W 2(1�1=p);p� (
) are oinide.The assertion of this Lemma is more or less evident and based on the fat thatfor every " > 0 there exists R = R(") suh thatkB;
 \ fjxj > Rgk�;2(1�1=p);p � "if � 2 L1(Rn ).Corollary 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be valid and let the weight� be the same as in Lemma 5.2. Then the attrator A ((�b;�lo)-attrator) of theequation (3.1), onstruted in Theorem 5.1, is simultaneously (�b;��)-attrator,where �� =W 2(1�1=p);p� (
).x6 The nonautonomous attrator.In this Setion we onsider the general ase of the equation (3.1) where theright{hand side g = g(t) depends on t. In order to onstrut the attrator of thenonautonomous equation we will use the approah, developed in [4℄, [5℄.Together with our initial equation we will onsider simultaneously a family ofequation of the type (3.1), obtained from the initial one by positive shifting alongthe t axis and by taking a losure in the orresponding topology.To be more preise we onsider the family of problems of type (3.1)(6.1) �tu = �xu� �0u� f(u) + �(t); � 2 H+(g)where in ontrast to the ase of almost-periodi funtions (see (5.7)) we de�ne thehull by taking the losure of the set fThg; h 2 R+g ( (Th)g(t) = (T thg) = g(t+ h))in a loal topology of Lplo(R+ �
):(6.2) H+(g) = fThg; h 2 R+gLplo(R+�
)The main requirement to the right{hand side g of the initial equation (3.1) is: thehull H+(g) is ompat in the spae Lplo(R+ �
). The funtions, whih satisfy thisassumption, is alled translation-ompat in Lplo (following to [4℄). Some disussionof this onept will be given in the end of this Setion.De�ne a semigroup fSh; h � 0g, ating on the extended phase spae �b�H+(g),by formula(6.3) Sh(u0; �) = (u�(h); Th�)where u�(t) is the solution of the problem (3.1) with the right{hand � 2 H+(g) andu(0) = u0 2 �b(
). 27



Theorem 6.1. Let the assumptions of Setion 3 hold and let the right{hand sideg be translation-ompat in Lplo(R+ � 
). Then the semigroup Sh possesses the(�b �H+(g);�lo �H+(g))-attrator A (see De�nition 5.1).Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1 we will hek the onditions of the attrator'sexistene for the abstrat semigroups (see [2℄).1. The ontinuity of Sh is an immediate orollary of Lemma 4.1. Thus it remainsto verify the existene of preompat absorbing set.The estimate (3.19) together with the evident inequality(6.4) k�kLpb(R+�
) � kgkLpb(R+�
) for � 2 H+(g)imply that the set BR = BR�H+(g), where BR is the R-ball in �b, is the absorbingset for the semigroup (6.3) for R large enough. Let us de�ne a setK = S1BRThen, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we dedue that K is preompat in�lo �H+(g). Theorem 6.1 is proved.De�nition 6.1. The projetion A = �1A to the �rst omponent of the attratorA is alled the (uniform) attrator of the family (6.1) or the (nonautonomous)attrator of the equation (3.1).Corollary 6.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 hold. Then the equation (3.1)possesses the attrator A.Remark 6.1. There exists the internal de�nition of the attrator A without usingthe orresponding semigroup in the extended phase spae. Namely, the set A isalled the uniform attrator of the family (6.1) if the following onditions hold:1. A � �b is ompat in �lo.2. For every bounded B � �b and every neighborhoodO(A) of A in the topologyof �lo there exists T = T (O; B), suh thatu(t) 2 O(A)for every solution u(t) of the equation (6.1) with u0 2 B, the right{hand sideh 2 H+(g) and t � T .3. The set A is minimal set whih satisfy the ondition 1 and 2.It is proved in [4℄ that the attrator thus de�ned oinides with the attrator,de�ned above.We study now the struture of the obtained attrator A. To this end we needthe next de�nitionsDe�nition 6.2. Let !(g) be the attrator (!-limit set) of the semigroup fTh; h 2R+g, ating in the ompat metri spae H+(g), i.e. (see [2℄, [11℄, [20℄)(6.5) !(g) = \h�0 �[s�hTsH+(g)	Lplo(R+�
)28



De�nition 6.3. Let us denote by Z(g) the set of funtions b� 2 Lpb(R � 
) whihsatisfy the ondition:(6.6) �+(Thb�) � !(g) for every h 2 Rwhere �+ is the restrition operator to the semiaxis t 2 R+ .It is known (see [4℄, [7℄) that the sets !(g) and Z(g) is not empty and ompatin the spaes Lplo(R+ � !) and Lplo(R � 
) orrespondingly. Moreover, for every� 2 !(g) there exists b� 2 Z(g) suh that �+b� = �, i.e(6.7) �+Z(g) = !(g)Theorem 6.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 hold. Then the attrator Aof the equation (3.1) has the following struture(6.8) A = �0 [b�2Z(g) Kb�where Kb� is the union of all solutions bu of the equation (3.1) with the right{handside b� 2 Z(g) whih are de�ned for every t 2 R and bounded with respet to t 2 R( as usual �0u � u(0)).Theorem 6.2 is a orollary of general theorem whih desribes the struture ofnonautonomous attrators (see [4℄, [5℄).Thus, we onstruted the (uniform) attrator for every right{hand side g(t) whihis translation-ompat in the spae Lplo(R+ � 
). The rest part of this Setion isdevoted to study the lass of translation-ompat funtions. The following evidentproposition redue this problem to the ase where 
 is bounded.Proposition 6.1. The right{hand side g 2 Lpb(R+ � 
) is translation-ompat inLplo if and only if the restrition g��
1 is translation-ompat in Lplo(R+ ; Lp(
1))for every bounded subdomain 
1 � 
.Indeed, by de�nition H+(g) is ompat in Lplo(R+�
) if and only ifH+(g��
1) =H+(g)��
1 is ompat in Lplo(R+ ; Lp(
1)) for every bounded 
1 � 
.Now we formulate some neessary and suÆient onditions for the translationompatness in the ase where 
1 is bounded.Note for the �rst that by de�nition a funtion g 2 Lpb(R+ � 
1) is translation-ompat in Lplo(R+ ; Lp(
1)) if and only if the set(6.9) f(Thg)��t2[0;1℄; h 2 R+g �� Lp([0; 1℄�
1)(is preompat in Lp([0; 1℄�
1)). The following Proposition gives these onditionsin the spirit of Arela-Asoli theorem.Proposition 6.2. Let 
1 � 
 be a bounded domain. Then a funtion g 2Lpb(R+ �
1) is translation-ompat in Lplo(R+ ; Lp(
1)) if and only if the followingonditions hold:(a) for any �xed t > 0 the set fR t+ss g(z)dz; s 2 R+g is preompat in the spaeLp(
1);(b) there exists a funtion �(s), s � 0, �(s)! 0 as s! 0, suh thatZ t+1t kg(z)� g(z + l)kpLp(
1)dz � �(jlj) 8t 2 R+ ; t+ l 2 R+The proof of Proposition 6.2 is given in [7℄.29



Corollary 6.2. Let 
1 be a bounded domain in Rn and let(6.10) g 2W�;pb (R+ ;W�;p(
1)); � > 0then g is translation-ompat in Lplo(R+ ; Lp(
1)).Corollary 6.3. Let 
 be arbitrary, � 2 L1(Rn ) be the weight funtion in the senseof Setion 1 and let(6.11) g 2 W�;pb (R+ ;W�;p� (
)); � > 0then g is translation-ompat in Lplo(R+ �
).Remark 6.2. Note that the onditions (6.10) or (6.11) is not neessary for thetranslation-ompatness. Indeed, any periodi, quasiperiodi, or almost periodifuntion is evidently translation-ompat. Moreover, if g is translation-ompatin Lplo(R+ � 
) and g1 2 Lplo(R+ � 
) satisfy the ondition supp g � [0; T ℄ � 
then g+ g1 is also translation-ompat. Thus, in ontrast to the onept of almostperiodiity, the translation-ompatness is some kind of regularity ondition whent!1.The following Proposition shows the relations between the translation- ompat-ness and smoothness.Proposition 6.3. Let 
1 be bounded domain. Let TCp(R+ �
1) be the losureof the set C1b (R+ � 
1) in the spae Lpb(R+ �
1)(6.12) TCp(R+ �
1) = �C1b (R+ �
1)	Lpb (R+�
1)Then g is translation-ompat in Lplo(R+ �
1) if and only if g 2 TCp(R+ �
1).Proof. Let g 2 TCp. Then for every " > 0 there exists g" 2 C1b , suh that(6.13) kg � g";R+ �
1kb;0;p � "Aording to Corollary 6.2, g" is translation-ompat, onsequently K" = H+(g")is ompat in Lplo(R+ ; Lp(
1)).The assumption (6.13) implies that for every h 2 H+(g) there exists h" 2 H+(g")suh that(6.13) kh� h";R+ �
1kb;0;p � "and onsequently, for every " > 0 there exists a ompat K" suh that(6.14) H+(g) � O"(K")where O" is "-neighborhood in Lpb .The assertion (6.14) (together with Hausdor� riteria) implies that H+(g) isompat in Lplo(R+ ; Lp(
1)). 30



Assume now that g is translation-ompat. Let us onsider the usual averagingoperator T" for (t; x) 2 Rn+1(T"�)(t; x) = ZRn+1 F"(j(t; x) � (t1; x1)j)�(t1; x1)dx1dt1where F"(z) = 1"n+1F (z="), RRn+1 F (jzj)dz = 1 and suppF � [�1; 1℄,It is well known that T"� 2 C1(Rn+1 ),(6.15) kT"�� �kLp([0;1℄�
1) ! 0 ; when "! 0for every � 2 Lp([0; 1℄� 
1) and this onvergene is uniform with respet to � onompat sets in Lp([0; 1℄�
1).Note that T"g 2 C1b (R+�
1) and (6.9) together with (6.15) imply that T"g ! gin Lpb(R+ �
). Proposition 6.3 is proved.Part 3. Kolmogorov's "-entropy and attrators.This part is devoted to study Kolmogorov's "-entropy of the attrators on-struted in previous part.For the reader onveniene we reall �rstly (in Setion 7) the de�nition of entropyand give some examples of asymptotis for the typial sets in the spaes of funtions.The upper bounds of entropy for the attrator A of the equation (3.1) are es-tablished in Setion 8.The examples of equations of the type (3.1) whih show the sharpness of theestimates obtained above are onsidered in Setion 9.In Setion 10 using the in�nite dimensional unstable manifolds we extend thelower estimates of entropy derived in previous Setion to a wide lass of natu-ral equations of mathematial physis suh as Chafee-Infanter equation, omplexGinzburg-Landay equation, et.x7 Definitions and typial examples.In this Setion we reall briey the de�nition of "-entropy and give the upperand lower estimates of it when "! 0 for the typial sets in funtional spaes. Forthe detailed study of this onept see [15℄, [21℄.De�nition 7.1. Let M be a metri spae and let K be preompat subset of it.For a given " > 0 let N"(K) = N"(K;M ) be the minimal number of "-balls in Mwhih over the set K (this number is evidently �nite by Hausdor� riteria). Byde�nition, Kolmogorov's "-entropy of K in M is the following number(7.1) H " (K) = H " (K;M ) � lnN"(K)Example 7.1. Let K be ompat n-dimensional Lipshitz manifold in M . Thenthe evident estimates imply that(7.2) C1�1"�n � N"(K) � C2�1"�nand onsequently(7.3) H " (K) = (n+ o(1)) ln 1"when "! 0.This example justi�es the following de�nition31



De�nition 7.2. The fratal (box-ounting) dimension of the set K �� M is de-�ned to be the following number:(7.4) dimF (K) = dimF (K;M ) = lim sup"!0 H " (K)ln 1"Note that the fratal dimension dimF (K) 2 [0;1℄ is de�ned for any ompat setin M but may be not integer if K is not a manifold.Example 7.2. Let M = [0; 1℄ and let K be the ternary Cantor set in M . Then itis not diÆult to obtain that(7.5) C1 �1"�d � N"(K) � C2�1"�d ; d = ln 2ln 3and onsequently dimF (K) = d = ln 2ln 3 .Consider now the examples of in�nite dimensional sets (i.e. dimF (K) =1).The following two examples give the typial asymptotis for the entropy in thespaes of analityal funtions.Example 7.3. Let K be the set of all analyti funtions f in a ball B(R) of radiusR > 1 in C n suh that kfkL1(B(R)) � 1 and let M be the spae C(BRe), whereBRe = fz 2 C n : Im zi = 0 ; jzj � 1g. Thus, K onsists of all funtions fromC(BRe) whih an be extended holomorphially to the ball B(R) � C n and theC-norm of this extension is not greater then one. Then(7.6) C1 �ln 1"�n+1 � H " (K;M ) � C2�ln 1"�n+1For the proof of this estimate see [15℄.Example 7.4. Let M be the same as in previous example and let K be the set ofall funtions f in M whih an be extended to the entire funtion bf in C n whihsatisfy the estimate(7.7) j bf(z)j � K1eK2jzj; z 2 C nThen, as proved in [15℄,(7.8) C1 �ln 1"�n+1�ln ln 1"�n � H " (K) � C2 �ln 1"�n+1�ln ln 1"�nThe next example gives the typial asymptotis for the entropy in the lass ofSobolev spaes in bounded domains.Example 7.5. Let 
 be smooth bounded domain in Rn andW l1;p1(
) ��W l2;p2(
) ; 0 � li <1; 1 < pi <1; l1 > l2i.e., aording to the embedding theorem l1n � 1p1 > l2n � 1p2 .Let now M =W l2;p2(
) and K be the unitary ball in W l1;p1(
). Then(7.9) C1 �1"� nl1�l2 � H " (K) � C2�1"� nl1�l2The proof of this estimate an be found in [21℄.The following proposition, whih will be essentially used in the next Setion givesthe dependene of the onstants Ci in (7.9) on the 'size' of 
 in the partiular asep1 = p2 = 2. 32



Proposition 7.1. Let 
 be a bounded domain, whih satis�es the onditions (1.5)and (1.6), M = L2b(
) and let K be the unitary ball in W 1;2b (
). Then(7.10) C1 vol(
)�1"�n � H " (K ) � C2 vol(
)�1"�n for " < "0where vol(
) is n-dimensional volume of 
. Moreover onstants Ci and "0 in (7.10)depends only on K and R0 from the assumptions (1.5) and (1.6).Sketh of the proof. We prove only the right-part of the inequality (7.10). The leftone an be proved analogously.It is not diÆult to prove, using the onditions (1.5) and (1.6) that there existsthe overing of 
 by ubes Cj = xj + [�r; r℄n, j = 1; � � � ; N , suh that N �Cr vol(
). Moreover, the onstants r and Cr depends only on the onditions (1.5)and (1.6) and are independent of the size of 
. Using now the evident estimateH C0r " �B(0; 1;W 1;2b (
)); L2b(
)� � NXj=1 H " �B(0; 1;W 1;2b (Cj)); L2b(Cj)� == NH " �B(0; 1;W 1;2b ([�r; r℄n)); L2b([�r; r℄n)�(where B(0; 1;W 1;2(V )) means the unitary ball in the spae W 1;2b (V ), and C 0rdepends only on n and r) and the estimate (7.9) we obtain the right part of theinequality (7.10).x8 The entropy of the attrator: the upper bounds.In this Setion we obtain the upper estimates of "-entropy for the attrator Aof the equation (3.1). Reall that we onstrut the attrator A whih is ompatonly in F-spae �lo but not in the uniform topology of �b(
). That's why we willestimate the entropy of the restritions A��
\BRx0 .The main result of this Setion is the following theorem.Theorem 8.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 be valid and let(8.1) vol
;x0(R) = vol(
 \ BRx0)Then for every R 2 R+ , x0 2 
(8.2) H " �A��
\BRx0 ;W 2(1�1=p);pb (
 \ BRx0)� � C vol
;x0(R+K ln 1" ) ln 1"++ 2H "=L �!(g)��[0;K ln 1" ℄�
\BR+K ln 1"x0 ; Lpb([0;K ln 1" ℄�
 \ BR+K ln 1"x0 )�where the onstants C, K and L are independent of R and x0 2 
.Proof. De�ne a family of weight funtions with the rate of growth 1 by the followingformula(8.3) �R;x0(x) = � eR�jx�x0j if jx� x0j � R1 if jx� x0j � R33



Note that we have de�ned these weight funtions in suh a way that(8.4) H " �A��
\BRx0 ;W 2(1�1=p);pb (
 \ BRx0)� � H " �A;W 2(1�1=p);pb;�R;x0 (
)�Hene, instead of estimating the entropy of the restrition A��
\BRx0 we will estimatebelow the entropy of the attrator in weighted Sobolev spaes W 2(1�1=p);pb;�R;x0 (
).Let u1(t) and u2(t) be two solutions of the family (6.1) with the right{hand sidesg1 and g2 whih lie on the attrator A. Then, aording to the estimates (4.25)(8.5) ku1(1)� u2(1)kW 2(1�1=p);pb;�p=2R;x0 (
) � Cku1(0)� u2(0)kL2b;�R;x0 (
)++ Ckg1 � g2kLpb;�p=2R;x0 ([0;1℄�
)Here the onstant C in (8.5) is independent of u1; u2 2 A. Moreover, sine�R;x0(x + y) � ejxj�R;x0(y)then this onstant is independent of R and x0 also.The estimate (8.5) together with the desription (6.8) of the attrator A impliesimmediately that(8.6) H " �A;W 2(1�1=p);pb;�p=2R;x0 (
)� � H "=(2C) �A; L2b;�R;x0 (
)�++ H "=(2C) �!(g); Lpb;�p=2R;x0 (
)�Sine kw(g)kLpb (R+�
) � C1 < 1 and �1=2R;x0(x) � "=K1 if jx � x0j > R +K ln 1"then the estimates (8.4) and (8.6) imply(8.7) H " �A��
\BRx0 ;W 2(1�1=p);pb (
 \ BRx0)� � H "=(2C) �A; L2b;�R;x0 (
)�++ H "=L �!(g); Lpb([0; 1℄�
 \ BR+K ln 1"x0 )�Moreover, onstants C, K, K1, L are independent of ", x0 and R.The estimate (8.7) redues our problem to estimating the entropy of the attratorin the spae L2b;�R;x0 (
).The following orollary of the estimate (4.24) is of fundamental signi�ane forthis estimation:Let u1 and u2 be arbitrary two solutions of the family (6.1) with the right{handsides g1 and g2 orrespondingly whih belong to the attrator. Then the followingestimate is valid(8.8) ku1(1)� u2(1)kW 1;2b;�R;x0 (
) � Cku1(0)� u2(0)kL2b;�R;x0 (
)++ Ckg1 � g2kL2b;�R;x0 ([0;1℄�
)Where the onstant C depends only on the equation.34



Lemma 8.1. The following reurrent inequality is valid(8.9) H "=2k �A; L2b;�R;x0� � H " �A; L2b;�R;x0�++ k lnMk(") + H "=2k�1 �!(g); L2b;�R;x0 ([0; k℄�
)�where(8.10) lnMk(") � C vol
;x0(R + L ln 2k" )Moreover, the onstants C and L is independent of k, R, " and x0.Proof. Let fB(ui0; "; L2)g, i = 1; � � � ; N0(") be the initial "-overing of A (as beforeB(ui0; "; L2) means "-ball in L2b;�R;x0 (
), entered in u0). We will all this systemof balls by the "-system of 0th order. Let us �x also the "=2k�1-overing of the setw(g)��[0;k℄�
. Let hj , j = 1; � � � ; Ng(") be the enters of this overing. Having the"-system of 0th order we onstrut now the "=2-system of 1st order. To this endwe onstrut �rstly the system B(vi;j1 ; C(" + "=2k�1);W 1;2b;�R;x0 ), i = 1; � � � ; N0("),j = 1; � � � ; Ng(") of C("+ "=2k�1)-balls in the spae W 1;2b;�R;x0 (
) with the onstantC the same as in the estimate (8.8) by taking(8.11) vi;j1 = Uhj (1; 0)ui0Here and below Uh(t; �)u0 means the solution u(t) of the equation (3.1) with theright{hand side h and u(�) = u0.Reall now that the set B(vi;j1 ; C("+ "=2k�1);W 1;2) \A is ompat in L2b;� andonsequently it an be overed by the �nite number of "=2-balls. Let(8.12) M1(") = maxi;j N"=2 �A \ B(vi;j1 ; C("+ "=2k�1);W 1;2); L2b;�R;"�Let us over now every ball in the W 1;2-overing by �M1(") "=2-balls in L2b;�R;x0 .Thus, we onstruted the "=2-system B(ui;j1 ; "=2; L2), i = 1; � � � ; N 01("=2), j =1; � � � ; Ng(") of the 1st order with N 01("=2) � M1(")N0(") and onsequently thenumber of balls in this system not exeed(8.13) N1("=2) �M1(")N0(")Ng(")Note that by de�nition B(ui;j1 ; "=2; L2) belong to the overing of B(vi1;j1 ; C(" +"=2k�1);W 1;2) (with the same j!).Having the "=2-system of 1st order, we onstrut the "=4-system of 2nd order.To this end we onsider the system B(vi;j2 ; C("=2+ "=2k�1);W 1;2) of W 1;2-balls ofradius C("=2 + "=2k�1) entered in vi;j2 = Uhj (2; 1)ui;j1 . Note that in ontrast tothe �rst step we will not hange the funtion hj any more, i.e. if B(ui;j1 ; "=2; L2)belongs to the overing of B(vi1;j ; C(" + "=2k�1);W 1;2) with vi1;j1 = Uhj (1; 0)ui10then we apply the operator Uh(2; 1) to ui;j1 only(!) with h = hj . Covering now35



every C("=2 + "=2k�1)-ball in W 1;2 buy the �nite number of "=4-balls, we obtainthe "=4-system B(ui;j2 ; "=4; L2) of 2nd order. Analogously to (8.12) we de�neM2(") = maxi;j N"=4 �A \B(vi;j2 ; C("=2 + "=2k�1);W 1;2); L2b;�R;"�Then the number of "=4-balls in the overing of 2nd order not exeedN2("=4) �M2(")M1(")N0(")Ng(")Iterating the above proedure we obtain �nally the "=2k-system B(ui;jk ; "=2k; L2)of kth order and the number of balls in this system not exeed(8.14) Nk("=2k) �M1(") � � �Mk(")N0(")Ng(")where(8.15) Ml(") = maxi;j N"=2l �A \B(vi;jl ; C("=2l�1 + "=2k�1);W 1;2); L2b;�R;"�We laim that "=2k-system of kth order overs A. Indeed, let u 2 A. Then due to(6.8) there exists u0 2 A and h 2 !(g) suh that u = Uh(k; 0)u0. Let us �nd theindexes i and j suh that(8.16) ku0 � ui0kL2b;�R;x0 � " ; kh� hjkL2b;�R;x0 ([0;k℄�
) � "=2k�1It is possible to do due to our assumptions. Let ul = Uh(l; 0)u0, l = 1; � � � ; k.Then, aording to the estimates (8.8) and (8.16), u1 2 B(vi;j1 ; C("+"=2k�1);W 1;2)and onsequently, there exists i1, suh that u1 2 B(ui1;j1 ; "=2; L2). Applying theestimate (8.8) again we obtain that u2 2 B(vi1;j ; C("=2 + "=2k�1);W 1;2) and on-sequently there exists i2 suh that u2 2 B(ui2;j2 ; "=4; L2). Arguing analogously, weobtain �nally that u = uk 2 B(uik;jk ; "=2k; L2). Sine u 2 A is arbitrary then the"=2k-system of kth order overs A.Thus, the estimate (8.14) implies now that(8.17) H "=2k �A; L2b;�R;x0� � kXi=1 lnMi(")++ H " �A; L2b;�R;x0�+ H "=2k�1 �w(g); L2b;�R;x0 ([0; k℄�
)�To omplete the proof of the lemma it remains to estimate the numbers Mi(").It follows from Corollary 3.2 that(8.18) kA;
kb;1;2 � K1Consequently, aording to the estimate �R;x0(x)1=2 � "C12l+1K1 if jx � x0j > R +L ln 2l+1" � R+ L1 ln 2k" � Rk("), we obtain that(8.19) Ml(") � maxi;j N"=2l �A\ B(vi;jl ; C"=2l�2;W 1;2); L2b;�R;x0� �maxi;j N"=2l+1 �A \ B(vi;jl ; C"=2l�2;W 1;2b;�R;x0 (
 \ BRk(")x0 )); L2b;�R;x0 (
 \ BRk(")x0 )�� N"=2l+1 �B(0; C"=2l�2;W 1;2b;�R;x0 (
 \BRk(")x0 )); L2b;�R;x0 (
 \ BRk(")x0 )� �� N1=(8C) �B(0; 1;W 1;2b;�R;x0 (
 \BRk(")x0 )); L2b;�R;x0 (
 \ BRk(")x0 )�36



Thus, it remains to estimate the entropy of the unitary W 1;2b;�R;x0 (
 \ BRk(")x0 )-ballin the spae L2b;�R;x0 (
 \ BRk(")x0 ). To this end we need the following proposition.Proposition 8.1. Let F : u ! �1=2R;x0u. Then F realizes the linear isomorphizmbetween L2b and L2b;�R;x0 and also between W 1;2b and W 1;2b;�R;x0 . Moreover(8.20)C1ku;
 \ BRk(")x0 kb;�R;x0 ;i;2 � kFu;
 \ BRk(")x0 kb;i;2 � C2ku;
 \ BRk(")x0 kb;�R;x0 ;i;2where i = 0; 1 and onstants C1 and C2 are independent of Rk, R, and x0.Proof. Let us onsider only the ase i = 1 (the ase i = 0 an be onsideredanalogously). Let  = �1=2R;x0 . Then, using the evident estimate jrx (x)j �  (x),we obtain that(8.21) j (x)u(x)j2 + jrx( (x)u(x)j2 ==  2(x)�(1 + ��rx (x) (x) ��2)ju(x)j2 + jrxu(x)j2 + 2u(x)rx (x) (x) rxu(x)� �� 3 2(x) �ju(x)j2 + jrxu(x)j2�Analogously,(8.22) j (x)u(x)j2 + jrx( (x)u(x)j2 � 1=2 2(x) �ju(x)j2 + jrxu(x)j2�Aording to estimates (1.9) we obtain now that(8.23) C1�R;x0(z) Z
\B1z ju(x)j2 + jrxu(x)j2dx �� Z
\B1z jFu(x)j2 + jrxFu(x)j2dx �� C2�R;x0(z) Z
\B1z ju(x)j2 + jrxu(x)j2dxThe estimate (8.20) is an immediate orollary of (8.23). Proposition 8.1 is proved.Aording to Proposition 8.1 instead of estimating the entropy in weightedSobolev spaes L2b;�R;x0 it is suÆient to estimate it in the spaes L2b , i.e.(8.24) Ml(") � N1=(8C) �B(0; 1;W 1;2b;�R;x0 (
 \ BRk(")x0 )); L2b;�R;x0 (
 \ BRk(")x0 )� �� N1=(C1) �B(0; 1;W 1;2b (
 \BRk(")x0 )); L2b(
 \ BRk(")x0 )�Applying the estimate (7.10) to the right{hand side of the estimate (8.24) we obtain�nally(8.25) lnMl(") � C3 vol
;x0 �R+ L ln 2k" �37



Lemma 8.1 is proved.Now we are in position to omplete the proof of Theorem 8.1. Let us �x "0 largeenough that A � B(0; "0; L2b(
)). ThenH "0 �A; L2b;�R;x0 (
)� = 0for any R and x0. Let us apply now the reurrent estimate (8.9) with " = "0. Thenwe will have(8.26) H "0 =2k �A; L2b;�R;x0� � Ck vol
;x0 �R+ L ln 2k"0�++ H "0=2k�1 �!(g); L2b;�R;x0 ([0; k℄�
)�Let us �x an arbitrary � < "0 and take k = k(�) suh that(8.27) "02k�1 � � � "02k and onsequently 2k � 2"0�Then (8.26) and (8.27) imply that(8.28) H � �A; L2b;�R;x0� � H "0 =2k �A; L2b;�R;x0� �� Ck vol
;x0 �R+ L ln 2k"0�+ H "0 =2k�1 �!(g); L2b;�R;x0 ([0; k℄�
)� �� C1 vol
;x0 �R+ L ln 2�� ln 1� + H � �!(g); L2b;�R;x0 ([0; L1 ln 1� ℄�
)�It follows immediately from the estimate (8.28) that(8.29) H " �A; L2b(
 \ BRx0)� � C vol
;x0 �R+K ln 1"� ln 1"++ H " �!(g); L2b([0;K ln 1" ℄�
 \ BR+K ln 1"x0 )�The estimates (8.7) and (8.29) omplete the proof of Theorem 8.1.Remark 8.1. A little more preise using of the reurrent sheme from Lemma 8.1admits to improve the estimate (8.2) in the following way(8.30) H " �A��
\BRx0 ;W 2(1�1=p);pb (
 \ BRx0)� � C vol
;x0(R+K ln 1" ) ln 1"++ H "=L �!(g); Lpb([0;K ln 1" ℄�
 \ BR+K ln 1"x0 )�without the multiplier 2 before the entropy of !(g).We onsider now a number of orollaries of the main Theorem 8.1.38



Corollary 8.1. Sine C �W 2(1�1=p);pb then(8.31) H " �A; C(
 \ BRx0)� � C vol
;x0(R+K ln 1" ) ln 1"++ H "=L �!(g); Lpb([0;K ln 1" ℄�
 \ BR+K ln 1"x0 )�Remark 8.2. Sine the embedding W 2(1�1=p);pb � C is ompat then a little moreaurate using the reurrent sheme, introdued in Lemma 8.1, allows to obtain(8.31) with an arbitrary L > 0 partiularly with L = 1.Corollary 8.2. Let the equation (3.1) be autonomous (g = g(x)). Then(8.32) H " �A;W 2(1�1=p);pb (
 \BRx0)� � C vol
;x0 �R+K ln 1"� ln 1"Partiularly, if 
 = Rn then vol
;x0(r) = rn and onsequently(8.33) H " �A;W 2(1�1=p);pb (BRx0)� � C �R+K ln 1"�n ln 1"Taking R = ln 1" we obtain that(8.34) H " �A;W 2(1�1=p);pb (Bln 1"x0 )� � C1�ln 1"�n+1Note that the estimate (8.33) gives the same type of upper bounds for R = 1 andR = ln 1" . We return to this surprising fat in the next Setion.Corollary 8.3. Let 
 be a bounded domain. Then Theorem 8.1 implies the esti-mate(8.35) H " �A;W 2(1�1=p);pb (
)� � C vol(
) ln 1"++ H "=L �!(g); Lpb([0;K ln 1" ℄�
)�whih improves slightly the estimate, obtained in [6℄. Partiularly if the equation(3.1) is autonomous (g = g(x)), then the estimate (8.35) reets the well-knownfat that in this ase the attrator A has the �nite fratal dimension.Corollary 8.4. Let 
 = Rk � !n�k be a ylindrial domain where ! is bounded.Then the estimate (8.32) gives the following bound of the "-entropy of the au-tonomous attrator(8.36) H " �A;W 2(1�1=p);pb (
 \ BRx0)� � C �R+K ln 1"�k ln 1"39



De�nition 8.1. Let A � �b(
) be a ompat set in the spae �lo(
). Then the"-entropy per unit volume is de�ned to be the following number(8.37) H "(A) = lim supR!1 H " �A;W 2(1�1=p);pb (
 \ BR0 )�vol
;0(R)Corollary 8.5. Let the equation (3.1) be autonomous. Then(8.38) H "(A) � C ln 1"Indeed, the estimate (8.38) is an immediate orollary of the estimate (8.32) andtrivial assertion(8.39) limR!1 vol
;x0(R+ C1)vol
;x0(R) = 1Remark 8.3. For the ase 
 = Rn and for the omplex Ginzburg-Landay equationthe estimate (8.38) has been obtained in [8℄.To formulate the result for the entropy per unit volume for the nonautonomousase we need the following de�nitionDe�nition 8.2. Let the entropy per unit volume of the right{hand side be thefollowing number(8.40) H "(g) = lim supR!1 H " �!(g); Lpb([0;K ln 1" ℄�
 \ BR+K ln 1"0 )�vol
;0(R)Corollary 8.6. Let H "(g) <1. Then(8.41) H "(A) � C ln 1" + H "=L(g)Corollary 8.7. Note that if g(t; x) = �(t)g0(x) where g0 2 Lpb(
) and � istranslation-ompat in L1lo(R+ ) then H "(g) � 0 and onsequently(8.42) H "(A) � C ln 1"Remark 8.4. Let the right{hand side g be (t; x)-almost-periodi in C(R � Rn ).Then, it not diÆult to verify that H "(g) = 0 and onsequently the assertion ofCorollary 8.7 remains valid for suh right{hand sides.De�nition 8.3. Let hsp(A) be the following number(8.43) hsp(A) = lim sup"!0 H "(A)ln 1"40



Corollary 8.8. Let the assumptions of Corollary 8.5 or 8.7 or Remark 8.4 hold.Then(8.44) hsp(A) <1Remark 8.5. The number hsp(A) an be interpreted as some quantitative hara-teristi of the phenomena of spae haotisity of the dynamial system, generated bythe equation (3.1). In order to understand this relationship it is worth to omparethe de�nition of hsp with the de�nition of the topologial (time) entropy htop of thedynamial system (see [14℄). For the reader onveniene we reall shortly this de�-nition. LetM be ompat metri spae and let St :M !M be a dynamial system(semigroup) on it. For a given T > 0 we onsider the set M(0; T ) � L1([0; T ℄;M)of all trajetories u(t) = Stu0, t 2 [0; T ℄ with u0 2M . Then by de�nition(8.45) htop = lim sup"!0 lim supT!1 H " (M(0; T ); L1([0; T ℄;M))Tx9 The entropy of the attrator: the examples of lower bounds.In this Setion we show that the estimates, obtained in previous Setion aresharp. For simpliity we restrit ourselves by onsidering only the ase 
 = Rn ,g � 0. We onstrut below the nonlinearity f in suh a way that the entropy of theattrator A for this nonlinearity possesses the lower estimates with the same typeof asymptotis as in the estimate (8.33). To this end we need �rstly to de�ne thespeial lass of funtionsDe�nition 9.1. Let us denote by B� (Rn ) the subspae of L1(Rn ) whih onsistsof all funtions � with the Fourier transform b� satisfying the ondition(9.1) supp b� � [��; �℄nIt is well-known that every funtion � 2 B� an be extended to entire funtion~�(z) 2 A(C n ) whih satisfy the estimate(9.2) supx2Rn j~�(x+ iy)j � Ck�;Rnk0;1e�Pni=1 jyijMoreover, every funtion � 2 L1, whih possesses the entire extension ~� whihsatis�es (9.2) belongs in fat to the spae B� .The appliations of this lass to our problem are based on the following simpleproposition.Proposition 9.1. For every u0 2 B� (Rn ) the bakward paraboli problem(9.3) �tu = �xu+ (2n+ 1)�2u; u��t=0 = u0; t � 0has a unique solution u 2 Cb(R� � Rn ). Moreover the following estimate is valid(9.4) supt2R� e�t�2ku(t);Rnk0;1 � Cku0;Rnk0;1The assertion of this Proposition an be veri�ed diretly by applying Fouriertransform to the problem (9.3) and using (9.1).Proposition 9.1 allows to onstrut the nonlinearity f in suh a way that theattrator A of the problem (3.1) thus obtained ontains the unitary ball of thespae B� (Rn ). 41



Proposition 9.2. For a given � > 0 let(9.5) f(u) = �(2n+ 1)�2u�(u) + u3(1� �(u))where �(u) is a ut-o� funtion, whih equals 1 if juj � C and 0 if juj > 2C and Cis the same as in (9.4). Let us assume also that the right{hand side g = 0. Thenthe equation (3.1) possesses an attrator A whih ontains the unitary ball of thespae B� (Rn )(9.6) B(0; 1; B� ) � AProof. Indeed, the existene of the attrator A is an immediate orollary of The-orem 5.1. So it remains to verify (9.6). Let u0 2 B(0; 1; B� ). Then aordingto Proposition 7.1 there exists a bakward solution u(t), t � 0 of the paraboliproblem (9.3). Sine ku(t);Rnk0;1 � Cku0;Rnk0;1 � C then, by the de�nitionof f , u(t) is simultaneously a bakward solution of the nonlinear problem (3.1).Aording to Theorem 3.4, there exists the solution u(t), t � 0 of the problem (3.1)with u(0) = u0. Thus, we have onstruted the omplete bounded solution u(t),t 2 R of the problem (3.1), suh that(9.7) supt2R ku(t);Rnk0;1 � C1 <1Using the smoothing property for the equation (3.1) we dedue immediately from(9.7) that supt2R ku(t)k�b <1 and onsequently (by Theorem 5.1) u0 2 A. Propo-sition 9.2 is proved.Aording to the embedding (9.6) it is suÆient now to estimate the entropy ofthe unitary ball of B� in Cb(Rn ).Theorem 9.1. The following estimate is valid for R � R0 and " < "0(9.8) H " �B(0; 1; B� ); Cb(BR0 )� � CRn ln 1"where the onstant C is independent of R and ".Proof. The "-entropy in the spaes B � were estimated in [15℄. For the readeronveniene we give below the sketh of this proof, adopted to our situation.For every k = (k1; � � � ; kn) 2 Zn we de�ne a funtion(9.9) �k(z) = �ni=1 sin2 ��zi2 � �ki���zi2 � �ki�2Diret alulations reveal now that �k 2 B� .Let LN be the subspae of B � spanned by �k(z), k 2 [�N;N ℄n � KN , i.e. LNonsists of all funtions(9.10) u(z) = Xk2KN ak�k(z); ak 2 RThe proof of Theorem 9.1 is based on the following two Lemmata.42



Lemma 9.1. The following estimate holds(9.11) supk2KN jakj � ku;Rnk0;1 � C supk2KN jakj; u 2 LNMoreover, the onstant C is independent of N .Indeed, the left inequality is an immediate orollary of the equality u( 2�k� ) = akand the right one an be dedued easily from the assertionXk2Zn 1�ni=1(�ki � �zi=2)2 <1for every �z2� =2 Zn and from the evident inequality j�k(z)j � 1.Lemma 9.2. Let N � N0 and R � bN for a some �xed b � 1. Then(9.12) ku;BR0 k0;1 � 12ku;Rnk0;1for every u 2 LN .Proof. We give below the proof of (9.12) only for the ase n = 1. The estimate(9.12) in general ase an be obtained analogously. Let u 2 LN . Then, aordingto Lemma 9.1ku; jzj > Rk0;1 � supk2KN �jakj	 � Xk2KN 1(�R=2� �N)2 �� Cku;R1k0;1 2N(R� lN)2 � 12ku;R1k0;1if R � 2lN , l = 2�� , and N is large enough. Lemma 9.2 is proved.Now we are in position to omplete the proof of Theorem 9.1. Let us �x R islarge enough and " is small enough, de�ne N = �Rb �+ 1 where b is the same as inLemma 9.2 and onsider the subspae LN . We divide the segment [� 1C ; 1C ℄, whereC is de�ned in Lemma 9.1, by points aj = 4"j, j = �[ 14C" ℄; � � � ; [ 14C" ℄ and de�ne anumber of funtions(9.13) �J(z) = Xk2KN aJ(k)�k(z)where J : [�N; � � � ; N ℄n ! �[ 14C" ℄; � � � ; [ 14C" ℄ an arbitrary integer map. It followsfrom Lemma 9.1 that �J (z) 2 B(0; 1; B� ), and Lemma 9.2 implies thatk�J1 � �J2 ; BR0 k0;1 � 2"if J1 6= J2. Thus, �nally(9.14) N"(B(0; 1; B� )) � �2[ 14C" ℄ + 1�(2N+1)nand onsequentlyH " �B(0; 1; B� ); C(BR0 )� � (2N + 1)n ln C2" � C1Rn ln 1"if " is small enough. Theorem 9.1 is proved. �43



Corollary 9.1. Let A be the attrator, onstruted in Proposition 9.2 and letR � ln 1" , " < "0. Then(9.15) C1Rn ln 1" � H " �A; Cb(BR0 )� � C2Rn ln 1"Partiularly, for every �xed K > 0(9.16) C1�ln 1"�n+1 � H " �A; Cb(BK ln 1"0 )� � C2�ln 1"�n+1Indeed, the left inequality is an immediate orollary of Theorem 9.1 and Propo-sition 9.2 and the right-one follows from the estimate (8.33).Remark 9.1. Note, that (9.16) implies partiularly that(9.17) C1�ln 1"�n+1 � H " �B(0; 1; B� ); Cb(BK ln 1"0 )� � C2�ln 1"�n+1Corollary 9.2. Let A be the attrator of the equation, onstruted in Proposition9.2. Then(9.18) C1 ln 1" � H " (A) � C2 ln 1"and onsequently 0 < C1 � hsp (A) � C2.Thus, we have proved that the estimate (8.33) is sharp when R � ln 1" . Note thatthe lower estimate (9.8) is far from optimal if R � ln 1" . The following Theoremshows that the estimate (8.33) remains sharp even in the ase when R = 1.Theorem 9.2. For every Æ > 0 there exists CÆ > 0 suh that(9.19) H " �B(0; 1; B� ); C(B10)� � CÆ �ln 1"�n+1�ÆProof. The proof of this Theorem is based on the estimate (9.8) and the followingLemmaLemma 9.3. Let DRn = fz 2 C n : jzij � Rg. Then the following estimate holdsfor every entire funtion u 2 A(C n ) and for suÆiently large r and R, 4 < r < R:(9.20) ku;Dr=4n k0;1 � ku; [�1; 1℄nk�0;1ku;DRn k1��0;1where � = �1� ln rlnR�nProof. We dedue the estimate (9.20) only for the ase n = 1 (The general ase anbe easily redued to n = 1 by indution.)Reall �rstly that aording to Hadamard lemma(9.21) ku; fjzj = rgk0;1 � ku; fjzj = 1gk1��0;1ku; fjzj = Rgk�0;144



for every u 2 A(DR1 nD11). Applying Zukovskij onformal transformation w(z) =12 �z + 1z � to the ring f1 � jzj � Rg we dedue from (9.21) that(9.22) ku;E(r)k0;1 � ku; [�1; 1℄k�0;1ku;E(R)k1��0;1holds for every u 2 A(C ) and E(r) = fz = x+ iy 2 C : x2a2 + y2b2 = 1g, a = 12 (r+ 1r ),b = 12 (r � 1r ). The estimate (9.22) together with the evident embeddingsDr=41 � E(r) � Dr1imply the estimate (9.20) for n = 1. Lemma 9.3 is proved.Now we are in position to omplete the proof of Theorem 9.2. To this end we�x an arbitrary � > 1 and set R = r� in (9.20). Then using (9.2) we obtain that(9.23) ku;Br0k0;1 � eC�r�ku; [�1; 1℄nk(1�1=�)n0;1for every u 2 B(0; 2; B� ).Let now fuigNi=1 be the "-overing of the set B(0; 1; B� ) in C([�1; 1℄n). Thenthe estimate (9.23) with r = �m ln 1"�1=� implies that this set is simultaneously is"Æ(�)-overing of the set B(0; 1; B� ) in C(Br0), where Æ(�) = (1� 1=�)n �mC� > 0if m is small enough. Consequently,(9.24) H "Æ(�) (B(0; 1; B� ); C(Br0)) � H " (B(0; 1; B� ); C([�1; 1℄n))Estimating now the left-hand side of (9.24) by (9.8) we obtain that(9.25) H " (B(0; 1; B� ); C([�1; 1℄n)) � C 0� �ln 1"�n�+1Sine � > 1 is arbitrary then (9.25) proves Theorem 9.2.Corollary 9.3. Let A be the attrator of the equation, onstruted in Proposition9.2. Then for every Æ > 0 there exists CÆ suh that(9.26) H " �A; C(B10 )� � CÆ �ln 1"�n+1�ÆRemark 9.2. Note that the assertion of Theorem 9.2 is not valid for Æ = 0. Indeed,aording to (9.2) the set B(0; 1; B� ) is a subset of the lass of funtions, onsideredin Example 7.4. Thus, aording to (7.8),(9.27) H " �B(0; 1; B� ); C(B10)� � C �ln 1"�n+1�ln ln 1"�nRemark 9.3. Let n = 1. Then a little more aurate using Hadamard lemmaimplies the estimate(9.28) H " �B(0; 1; B� ); C(B10)� � C1 � ln 1"ln ln 1" �245



x10 Unstable manifolds and lower bounds of "-entropy.In previous Setion the examples of equations whih possess sharp lower boundsof Kolmogorov's entropy have been onstruted. Note, however that these examplesseemed arti�ial. In this Setion, using the tehnique of in�nite dimensional unsta-ble manifolds, developed in [10℄, we obtain the same estimate for rather wide lassof natural equations, inluding Chafee-Infante equation, omplex Ginzburg-Landayequation, et.We assume in this Setion that 
 = Rn and the equation (3.1) has the form(10.1) �tu = �xu+ �2u� f(u); f(0) = 0; f 0(0) = 0; � > 0and the nonlinear term f 2 C2 satis�es the ondition(10.2) f(u):u � �C + �juj2; � > �2To onstrut the unstable manifold of the equation (10.1) near the equilibria pointu � 0 we study for the �rst the linear (f � 0) nonhomogeneous equation (10.1)with the right{hand side h(t).De�nition 10.1. Let � > 0. Then we de�ne the spae L� by the following ex-pression(10.3) L� = fu 2 L1(R� �
) : kukL� = supt�0 e��tku(t);Rnk0;1 <1gProposition 10.1. Let � > �2 and h 2 L� . Then the equation(10.4) �tv = �xv + �2v + h(t); t � 0possesses the unique solution v 2 L� and onsequently de�nes the linear operatorT� : L� ! L� , v(t) = (T�h)(t).The proof of Proposition an be derived in a standard way (see [10℄, for instane).Proposition 10.2. Let � < �2n1=2 then for every u0 2 B� the bakward paraboliproblem(10.5) � �tv = �xv + �2v; t � 0v��t=0 = u0possesses the unique solution v 2 L�0 with �0 = 3�24 and onsequently the linearoperator P�0 : B� ! L�0 , v(t) = (P�0u0)(t) is de�ned.The proof of this Proposition an be derived in a standard way applying theFourier transform to the problem (10.5).Now we are in position to study the neighborhood of zero equilibria point forthe nonlinear equation. 46



Theorem 10.1. Let the nonlinearity f satisfy (10.2) and A be the attrator of theequation (10.1) whih exists aording to Theorem 5.1. Then there exist � = �(�),Æ0 = Æ0(f; �) and C1-map(10.6) U0 : B(0; Æ0; B� )! AMoreover,(10.7) kU0(u0)� u0;Rnk0;1 � Cku0;Rnk20;1for every u0 2 B(0; Æ0; B� )Proof. The proof of this Theorem is based on the impliit funtion theorem and onthe following lemma.Lemma 10.1. Let f 2 C2 suh that f(0) = 0 and f 0(0) = 0. Then for every � > 0the Nemitskij operator Fu = f(u) belongs to the spae C1(L� ;L2� ).Indeed, sine f(0) = f 0(0) = 0 then f(u) = u2�(u) and onsequently the Ne-mitskij operator F : L� ! L2� . The di�erentiability of this map follows from thefollowing estimate with v(t) = u1(t)� u2(t)e�2�tjf(u1(t)� f(u2(t))� f 0(u1(t))(u1(t)� u2(t))j �� e�2�tjv(t)j Z 10 jf 0(u1(t)� �1v(t))� f 0(u1(t))jd�1 �� e�2�tjv(t)j2 Z 10 Z 10 �1jf 00(u1(t)� �2�1v(t))jd�1d�2 � Ckvk2L�Let us �x � = 3�24 and rewrite the equation (10.1) near the equilibria point u = 0in the following form(10.8) u+ T2�Fu = P�u0; u 2 L�where u0 2 B � and � satis�es the onditions of Proposition 10.2. Note that everysolution of (10.8) is simultaneously a solution of the equation (10.1) hene it issuÆient to solve (10.8) in L� .We will solve the equation (10.8) using the impliit funtion theorem. To thisend we introdue a funtion F : L� � B � ! L� by formula(10.9) F(u; u0) = u+ T2�Fu� P�u0It follows from Propositions 10.1, 10.2 and from Lemma 10.1 that F 2 C1(L� �B� ;L� ) and DuF(0; 0) = Id. Hene due to the impliit funtion theorem (see [24℄for instane) there exists a neighborhood B(0; Æ0; B� ) and a C1-funtion(10.10) U : B(0; Æ0; B� )! L�suh that F(U(u0); u0) � 0 and onsequently U(u0)(t) is a bakward solution ofthe problem (10.1). The equation (10.8) implies now that(10.11) kU(u0)�P�u0kL� � Ckf(U(u0))kL2� � C1kU(u0)k2L� � C2ku0k2B�Let us de�ne now U0(u0) = U(u0)��t=0. Then (10.11) together with the evident asser-tion (P�u0)(0) = u0 imply the estimate (10.7). The assertion U0(B(0; Æ0; B � )) � Aan be derived as in the proof of Proposition 9.2. Theorem 10.1 is proved.47



Corollary 10.1. Let u10; u20 2 B(0; Æ; B� ) and Æ � Æ0. Then for every R > 0(10.12) kU0(u10)� U0(u20)kL1(BR0 ) � ku10 � u20kL1(BR0 ) � CÆ2with C independent of R.Indeed,kU0(u10)� U0(u20)kL1(BR0 ) �� ku10 � u20kL1(BR0 ) � kU0(u10)� u10kL1(Rn) + kU0(u20)� u20kL1(Rn) �� ku10 � u20kL1(BR0 ) � C1(ku10k2B� + ku20k2B� ) � ku10 � u20kL1(BR0 ) � 2C1Æ2The estimate (10.12) admits to obtain the analogues of (9.15),(9.16) and (9.26)for the equation (10.1). Indeed, let " > 0 be small enough, Æ = � "2C �1=2 andu10; u02 2 B(0; Æ; B� ) suh that(10.13) ku10 � u20kL1(BR0 ) � "Then it follows from (10.12) that(10.14) kU(u10)� U(u20)kL1(BR0 ) � "=2The estimates (10.13),(10.14) together with the assertion (10.6) imply that(10.15) H "=4 �A; C(BR0 )� �� H " �B(0;� "2C �1=2 ; B� ); C(BR0 )� = H (2C")1=2 �B(0; 1; B� ); C(BR0 )�The last estimate together with (9.8) and (9.19) imply thatCorollary 10.2. Let A be the attrator of the equation (10.1) and let " < "0 andR � ln 1" . Then(10.16) C1Rn ln 1" � H " �A; C(BR0 )� � C2Rn ln 1"Partiularly, 0 < C1 ln 1" � H "(A) � C2 ln 1" .Corollary 10.3. Let A be the attrator of the equation (10.1). Then for everyÆ > 0 there exists CÆ suh that(10.17) H " �A; C(B10 )� � CÆ �ln 1"�n+1�ÆExample 10.1. The simplest example of the equation (10.1) for whih our esti-mates are valid is Chafee-Infante equation in Rn(10.18) �tu��xu = �2u� u3; � > 0Thus, the estimates (10.16) and (10.17) are valid for the attrator A of the equation(10.18)Aknowledgements. The researh was partially supported by the DFG { Shw-erpunktprogram "Dynamishe Systeme" under Mi 459 j 2{3.The author �nished this manusript while visiting the University of Stuttgart in1999. He is grateful for disussions with Prof. A.Mielke and M.I.Vishik.48
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